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R O A D R U N N R
1 exerciTation uiiamcorper suscipit laooris n 
Item vel eum irure dolor in reprehenderit 
3U fugiat nulla pariatur. At vero eos et accu; 
J i t  luptatum delenit aigue duos dolor et mo 
,nt, simil tempor sunt in culpa qui officia d 
t harumd dereud facilis est er expedit dis 
optio congue nihil impedit doming id quod 
mda est, omnis dolor repellend. Temporibui 
ipsum dolor si amet, consectetur adipiscin 
It ut labors et dolore magna aliquam erat 
exercitation uiiamcorper suscipit laboris n 
item vel eum irure dolor in reprehenderit 
eu fugiat nulla pariatur. At vero eos et accu: 
t  luptatum delenit aigue duos dol.or et mo 
nt, simil tempor sunt in culpa qui officia d 
:t harumd dereud facilis est er expedit dis 
oprio congue nihil impedit doming id quod 
nda est, omnis dolor repellend. Temporibui
m
M A L I 0 U S G O S S
Hi there! This is an attempt at a cheery 
introduction to Malicious Gossip, but it 
probably won't work as it is being written on a 
Monday, and nobody (esp ecia lly  the 
Boomtown Rats) likes Mondays (although 
they had the sense to make a lot of money out 
of the feeling) and furthermore The Boys 
Next Door have just spent a wild weekend in 
town during which they forced me to con­
sume vast quantities of alcohol and stay up to 
ungodly hours. They've gone back to 
Melbourne now but they certainly left their 
mark on the town.
*
One tangible piece of information that did 
emerge while they were here is that they are 
going to have a new five track, twelve inch, 
full colour sleeve maxi-E.P. released on 
manager Keith Glass's label, Missing Link at 
the beginning of November. The five tracks 
will be/^o/n/Z/earf, Hair Shirt and .<4 Catholic 
Skin (all written by Nick Cave ) and Death by  
Drowning and The Red Clock by guitarist 
Rowland Howard. The Boys are still on course 
for a trip to England early next year and while 
Mushroom boss Michael Gudinski doesn't 
seem interested in putting out their records 
he has retained the rights to Nick Cave's 
publishing. Smart man.
The top drawing band in the country. The 
Angels, are in the strange position of being 
without a record company. But according to 
manager John Wcbdruffe, it's only a tem­
porary state of affairs. The Angels have left 
Alberts and E.M.I. although Alberts will 
retain the bands back catalogue. One of 
California's top music business lawyers, 
Owen Sloane, is currently negotiating with a 
number of international companies for a
world wide recording contract. Although 
Woodruffe was tight tipped on the likely 
winner, it seems the tip is that the Angels will 
go with either Virgin or C .B .S . Meanwhile 
the Angels are taking a well earned 2 week 
holiday after the completion of a three stage 
national tour that saw them play ninety six 
dates in under three months, culminating in a 
concert at Latrobe Uni., Melbourne which 
was filmed for Nightmoves. Extracts from the 
concert vdll be shown on Nightmoves in the 
coming weeks.
Release of the budget priced Sex Pistols 
album, Carr; On Sex Pistols — Some Product 
has been delayed because it will now not be 
appearing on Wizard Records, as have all 
previous Pistols albums. Virgin, the band's 
English company have decided that as Tony 
Hogarth, who was head of Wizard until a few 
weeks ago had left the company, they would 
prefer the album to go out on the Virgin label 
which is distributed by Festival. The 
departure of Hogarth will probably mean that 
Wizard wall abandon their vaguely new wave 
stance and concentrate on pop and middle of 
the road artists.
Another eagerly awaited release, the first 
two singles by English band the Flying 
Lizards (Summertime Blues and Money) has 
been held up by a union picket! No, the union 
is not protesting about the release of the 
records (which Keith Glass of Missing Link 
calls a 'millstone in recording history'), they 
are actually picketing another factory in the 
same complex as the record pressing plant 
that Missing, Link are using. Interest in the 
singles is so great that Missing Link may have 
to hand it over to one of the major companies. 
'We can't afford to have a sizable hit', says 
Keith Glass. 'It would mess up all the things 
that we've currently got in production. We're 
happy to get the thing off the ground.' Such 
altruism is all to rare in today's music scene.
There are a whole swag of overseas-type 
persons rumoured to be visiting our shores 
before the end of the decade. They include 
The Ramones (that rumour is a strong one) 
who a little birdie tells me will be here in 
November, The Buzzcocks (not a very strong 
rumour but worth mentioning anyway) who 
could also be here in November, the Strolling 
Bones er, the Crawling Romes., no, THE 
ROLLING STONES (remember them? in 
December (that one is very hot), the 
Boomtown Rats and The Cars (that 
probably won't be till next year though). 
What with Cheap Trick and Graham  
Parker already confirmed for October and 
early November respectively it looks like 
poverty time for rock'n'roll addicts. Ah well, 
it is the end of the decade after all.
Who's ripping off who? department. Listen 
to My Shadow in Vain from the first
Tubeway Army album, recently released by 
WEA, and then listen to My Sharona by the 
Knack. Note that the Tubeway Army album is 
over a year old. Hmmmm. Interesting.
And talking of Gary Numan. (a.k.a. 
Tubeway Army) the young lad's 3rd album, 
called The Pleasure Principle, entered the 
U.K. charts at number one and his new single 
Cars is also holding down the number one 
spot.
Adelaide boy Terry Britten doing real well 
for himself in England. At one stage last 
month the two top singles in the U.K. were 
both his productions — that's Cliff 
Richard's, We Don't Talk Anymore andB.A . 
Robertson's Bang Bang. All this success is 
great news for Christie Allen who went over 
to London earlier this year and had her first 
album produced by Britten. Her new single, 
Goosebumps, was written and originally 
released by B. (for Brian) A. Robertson, who 
Christie describes as a 'mad Scotsman.' 
Unfortunately for Christie there is another 
version of the song around, by Ian Lloyd 
which is doing quite well in the U.S. at the 
moment. But it shouldn't affect the Australian 
sales 'cos Christie's one of us y'know?
Deniz Tek and Rob Younger of the 
d eceased  R adio Birdm an group are 
reportedly NOT VERY HAPPY about the 
release of the live bootleg album recorded at 
the Eureka Hotel, Geelong. Watch the court 
lists for further details.
The Melbourne old guard are gearing up for 
an all out assault on the country's charts. The 
Russell Morris Band (currently working an 
average 7 gigs a week) have released their 
first album on Mushroom, called Foot In The 
Door. Ross Wilson's Mondo Rock will have 
their alhumPrimal Park released by Oz in the 
very near future (featuring one studio side 
and one live side recorded at Melbourne's 
Bombay Rock — Ross ran out of money); 
Stockley, See and Mason have a maxi-single 
out on Mushroom which is starting to pick up 
airplay and last but not least, ex-Dingo 
Broderick Smith has got together an outfit 
called The Big Combo who are along similar 
lines to Paul Madigan and the Humans —
i.e. they travel light and can play all night 
with a range of material that stretches from 
the early sixties to the present day. Although 
they won't be storming the charts (as they 
intend the Combo to break up in early 
January so Brod can get together with Tony 
Slavich and Ron Robertson to form a new 
band) they will certainly be storming a pub 
near you sometime in the next three months.
The first Mental As Anything album, (Set 
Wet, will be released on October 16th. The 
delay with the album, which was due to be 
released early this month is because of 
problems with the printing of the covers. The 
album will be released on Virgin in the U.K. 
and Atlantic in the U .S.A .
Adelaide news. The U-Bombs, one of the 
longest lived Adelaide bands of the moment 
are making the big move to Sydney before the 
end of the year. Two of the current members, 
drummer Roy Erzinger and saxophonist Ian 
Thumwald decided they would not ac­
company the rest of the band on the trek east 
and as a result the Bombs are currently 
.looking for a new drummer. Bass player, 
Mark Cornwall, said the reason the band 
were leaving were 'Bankrupcy and creative 
'nirvava don't mix.'
Fiasco Promotions who have struggled long 
and hard over the past five months to inject a 
little life and energy into what has become a 
generally moribund Adelaide scene ceased 
operations after the Boys Next Door tour late 
last month. In their period of operation. 
Fiasco tried five different hotels but because 
of poaching/inaccessibility/unsuitability, 
they never managed to have a successful run. 
They will be sadly missed. But the wheel goes 
round and a new venue called East End Rock 
has opened up at the Austral Hotel in Rundle 
St. The opening night featured The Dagoes 
and The Brats and was a raging success. 
The Dagoes, already a living legend in 
Adelaide record shops, could be expanding 
from their present eight piece line-up to a 
nine piece. Mr. Johnny Tomato is thinking of 
moving from drums to synthesizer and getting 
in Turk Nancarrow, well known market
n n r d f in f i r  tn  h a s h  s lf in c
Hne-up will be Turk and Johnny, Tony Rome 
and Spiro Aggro (gtrs), Otis on bass, Ms. 
Rosemarie Bead on lead vocals^ and Lily 
Pointless and Gina Maria Dago (back up 
vocalists). Third guitarist Black Franky 
Thomas will be rejoining the band when he 
returns from getting his head together in Bali.
Eddie Money, in town as part of the 
Marathon Rock package, revealed that the 
drummer in The Knack still owed him $20 
from the times that The Knack used to support 
him in California. He also bemoaned the fact 
that he only had a 42 minute set on the 
opening Adelaide date. But he was very 
excited about a new band called Paul 
Collins and the Beat, a rough-edged band 
in the powerpop mould whose debut album 
he has just produced. And he was never a 
cop, despite CBS publicity. He was a typist in 
the New York Police Department for six 
months before deciding he wanted to be a 
rock'n'roller. The tour continues.
Ex-Falcon W ayne Burt has a new band 
called The Sneakers. Other rnembers are 
Huk Foot (ex-Bleeding Hearts), Maurice 
Keegan (ex-Red Hot Peppers) and ex-Front 
Page bassist Phil Wood. They have been 
gigging around Melbourne since April but 
will be soon venturing to Sydney and 
Adelaide. A limited edition EP has been 
recorded at Armstrongs Studios in Melbourne 
and will be circulated soon.
The new Jo Jo Zep and the Falcons single 
will be a maxi affair with Shape I'm In on the 
A-side, a dub version of the same song on the 
flip plus a new version of So Young recorded 
with Peter Solley during the sessions that 
produced the now gold Screaming Targets.
Kevin Borich is currently in the middle of a 
lengthy UK tour which includes headline 
dates at the Marquee, Dingwalls and the 
Nashville in London and three concerts in 
Munich supporting the Ian Gillan Band. 
The KBE have a live LP released this month.
New albums from (UK) Squeeze and Joe 
Jackson released in the UK in Early October, 
watch out for them later in the month.
Okey dokey, institution time. Yup, it's needle 
wrecker time. I do not exaggerate when I tell 
you that this month's needle wrecker has 
been played so many times that we're going to 
have to get a new copy soon. It's called . 
Gangsters and it's by The Special A.K.A. 
(sometimes known as The Specials). It's a 
bluebeat/ska song which bears more than a 
passing resemblance to the Prince Buster 
classic, A1 Capone, but it's still the leapiest 
thing around at the moment.
See you next month. „ \  . xt. ^— Festering Mick
' 1  
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ROADRUNNER CHARTS
ALBUMS SINGLES TRAX
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8.
9.
10. 
11. 
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
(12) G raffiti C rim es......................................... Mi-Sex
(- )N ew  V alues........................................ . Iggy Pop
{5)D oor, D oor ........................ . The Boys Next Door
(-)R ep eat W hen N ecessary'.................................... Dove Edmunds
(3 )A1I M od C on s............................................... .The Jam
(8 ) F ear O f M u sic.................................. Talking Heads
(4) S cream ip g  T arg ets.......... Jo Jo Zep
(17) Lajbour O f L u st...................................Nick Lowe
{-)R adios A p p ea r .......................... . .Radio Birdman
{-)D on't Throw S ton es................................... The Sports
{-)M oving T arg ets ..................................... Penetration
{6 )T h eB -5 2 's..................................................TheB-52's
(15) ft's A liv e ................................................................ The Ramones
{-)A s ft  H ap p en s ........................................................... Dr. Feelgood
(- )No E x it......................................................The Angels
(18) G erm  F ree  A d o lescen ts .................... X-Ray Spex
(16) The S crea m ........... Siouxsie and the Banshees
{-)T h e Sound O f S u n bathin g .................The Sinceros
{- )T he Y ach ts ........................ .......................The Yachts
(7) G/ve 'Em Enough R o p e ...........................The Clash
i t i i n i i i i i i m i m i i i i i i i i i i i
Stiff Little Fingers' moment of glory seems to 
have been a  brief one. After topping both the 
singles and albums charts last issue with Gotta 
Getaway and Inflam m able Material respec­
tively, only the single gets a  mention this month 
at No. 13.
The new high riser is Sydney's very own 
Mental As Anything topping the singles charts 
with The Nips A re Getting Bigger, after a  deal of 
media exposure and Regular Records' new 
distribution deal. Seems we at Roadrunner
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8.
9.
10. 
11. 
12.
(2) The Nips A re Mental As
G etting B ig g er ............................................ Anything
D D idn't T ell The M an ............................... The Hitmen
{ - ) !Don't L ik e  M ondays.....................Boomtown Rats
is )S h iv ers .............  ......................The Boys Next Door
(-) C ru el To B e K in d ..................................... Nick Lowe
O l'm  B o red ......................................................IggY Pop
{-)O .K ., U.K. (EP)-......................................The Sports
(17) G an gsters ....................................-The Specials
{-) G irls T a lk ........................  .............. Dave Edmunds
{-)B ut You Don't C are ..........................................Mi-Sex
i- )M y S h a ro n a ............................................. The Knack
(10)R ock L o b ster ..................................... .......The B-52's
13. - (1) G otta G etaw ay ......................... Stiff Little Fingers
14. (-) C om ing H om e.......  ..........................The Radiators
(-)Let's G o ......................... . ■  ....................... The Cars
{- ) A n other G irl, A n other P la n e t  The Only Ones
i-)IF ou g h t The L aw .....................................The Clash
(-) C rackin g  Up ..........  ............................ . - Nick Lowe
{-) C ool F or C a ts ..................................... U.K. Squeeze
(5) Are "Friends" E lec tr ic ................ Tube way Army
weren't the only ones who knew it had to be big. 
way back then when it was first released. In 
fact, Australian groups have their best ever 
showing this month, taking five of the top 10 
singles slots, and four of the top 10 album slots. 
Chartbusters is compiled entirely from readers' 
votes. If you want your vote to count next issue, 
send a  list of your ten favorite tracks (not 
necessarily just those that have been released 
as singles) and your top 10 albums NOW, to: 
R oad ru n n er C h artb u sters , P.O. Box 90, East- 
wood, S.A. 5063.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
Peter Nelson,
You are losing touch. Metaphysics aside, the 
Visitors wake was real. It was Deniz Tek's 
farewell to Australia - a chance for Australia 
to say farewell to him. It was sloppy, moody, 
at times it nearly made me cry, but it was real 
live rock and roll & it was good.
The Hitmen's set was not 'a set o f morose 
consistency'. It was dynamic, rocky & loud as 
hell. It shook the flo6r & made me feel good. 
The Visitors were weird, not at all usual. 
Your review of their set showed up your 
blatant ignorance o f the band. If you'd have 
bothered to search, look & listen to early 
Visitors — I'm sure you couldn't have said the 
same things. This gig was strange, a twitching 
animal in its death spasm going down slow. 
Very black & white but intoxicating. Their EP 
will doubtless be a fitting testimony.
Rob Younger didn't gig because he can't 
handle the other guys in Birdman anymore - 
it was as simple as that. He might have 
gigged, had more money been offered. Does 
he deserve your hero-worship for this?
Radio Birdman is just a memory. But 
memories can be relived. This, the Comrades 
of War adeguately did. It was no Oxford 
Funhouse '77 but it, too, was good rock and 
roll. It Jolted the memory. I  felt satiated. I  
never wanted to embrace the memory of 
Radio Birdman, I  just wanted to listen & 
remember.
Peter Nelson, your review of the Visitors 
wake was bullshit journalism at its crassest. If 
I  was walking along the beach & saw you 
drowning in the surf. I'd sit in the sand & 
laugh. You have earned m y undying hatred. 
Roadrunner, you too will earn this & m y loss 
of patronage, if you continue to slag Sydney 
Bands, while praising everything ? anything 
Adelaide has to offer. Your geographical bias 
is becoming unbearable.
Yours sincerely, 
Bong Waters 
Banks Rd., Earlwood 
Sydney
P.S. sitting up the back drinking & talking, 
and leaving halfway through songs hardly 
entitles you to claim you even sa w  the gig, let 
alone review it. Maybe if you pay attention 
next time & get involved in a gig, the inert 
mass in your head may even start to function.
Dear D.R.,
If I'd only known Stuart Coupe was going to 
review the MOPSIE BEANS info sheet I  wrote 
out late one nite for Arch Brown {'Local 
Label'] I'd have made a lyric of it. [Page 11, 
Sept, issue].
Life is so full of pretension and drivel, Stuie, 
so hard to escape it.
Jokes aside: why do reviewers commonly 
avoid the content guestion: is it too hard?
— Jerry Beans [Mopsie's writer]
Dear Roadrunner People,
Will someone tell me where to get hold of a 
copy of the dynamic duo of the British Maniac 
Press, Tony P. and Julie B's book The Boy 
Looked at Johnny. lam  very keen to read it.
... and might I  add sincere thanks for putting 
Adelaide on the map. Now will they believe 
us?
Phantom — The Ghost who Writes 
Adelaide, S.A.
(Please answer this as I'm getting quite 
frantic).
I  recently read an article on the Comrades of 
War concert in a recent Roadrunner. Now I  
would like to establish the following facts:
1. Journalist Peter Nelson is a Motherfucker.
2. The Hitmen played one of their best gigs 
offering total enjoyment. Shake some Action 
brought the place down..
3. The Visitors play some absolute shit, 
although I  admit, there were a few classics 
played. Some of these included 455 Sd, 
Trans Terriatall Highway and Disperse. 
Mark Sisto was a prick even though his 
singing was guite good. One thing — Deniz 
Tek should have turned the guitar sound UP.
4. The Comrades were so killer. Best songs 
included Man with Golden Helmet, 
Monday Morning Gunk, Burn My Eye and 
New Race nearly brought Sydney to its 
knees.
If Peter Nelson wandered off to have a drink 
and talk after only hearing 4 Visitors songs, 
how the fuck could he have the hide to review 
the concert. Fans who read the review and 
couldn't make the gig  — Don't believe the 
bullshit which was printed.
crap last rnonth to listen — his name was 
Hans Neesnboomsadaisy. Apart from not 
being able to spell he doesn't even know good 
music when he hears it.
He knocked your magazine and the in­
terview with Doc Neeson. As far as I'm 
concerned you jerk  — if  you don't like the 
mag., don't read it but I  don't like opening the 
first page and seeing your illiterate crap.
Don't know why you wasted what brain cells 
you have left on something that no one would 
give a stuff about.
Keep up the fantastic work, Roadrunner.
Sincerely yours, 
Annie Morrell.
My mouth was 
bleeding said you 
gotta go.
ED — Boy Looked at Johnny is available 
from Wild& Woolley, Box 41, Glebe, N S . W. 
2037.
Dear Roadrunner,
I'm not going to take long in saying this so I  
would like the jerk responsible for writing this
Dear Roadrunner,
What's wrong with this age? To what boring 
menopausal depths must we sink before the 
tide turns and Adelaide finally lives up to its 
potential as the Liverpool of the 80's.
We've got some brilliant groups here — The 
Immigrants, The U-Bombs, Lemmy Caution, 
The Day Goes and soon The Valuables [when 
Fiasco and others wake up and give us our 
chance] and loads o f other world class groups 
too numerous to mention, but they're being 
wasted on senile pub audiences who think 
they're too sophisticated to experience 
anything on an emotional level.
When is some bright young entrepreneur 
going to resurrect the local Teenage Dance? 
When the Valuables played at Unley High 
recently the crowd went crazy. Some liked 
us, some hated us, but the atmosphere was 
just short o f a riot. When we play in pubs the 
best we can hope for is polite applause.
It was a sad day when rock music went into 
pubs. Whatever happened to St. Clair, 
Snoopy's and Headguarters which were 
pulling huge crowds a decade ago without 
the enticement of grog? What has alcohol got 
to do with rock music anyway?
A lf Omega 
Unley S.A.
♦!?!!t#  UNBELIEVABLE HYPE # t!!? !*
Incredible offer! Special economy deluxe discount! 
Fantastic savings! Twin overhead foxtails! Rhubarb! Yes 
folks, we are going to try  to sell you something — it’s the 
splazzling Roadrunner I-shirt-and-subscription offer.
For a miserable ten bucks, you get a black T-shirt with 
*I’m in love with rock’n’roll’ across your boobs under a 
becruddling ROADRUNNER masthead, PLUS [ya hear that 
— pUlusss$$$$] a full year’s subscription to the mag that 
has nothing better to do with its ad space.
Now compare this with the cost of buying a knighthood, 
an A & R man, or a dozen Swedish left-handed 
screwdrivers . . . fWhaddya mean THEY come cheapo*?]
Well, at least you can tell your friends you let yourself be 
sucked in by a bunch of amateurs. Send cheques or postal 
orders to: The Swiss Account, Roadrunner, P.O. Box 90, 
Eastwood, S.A. 5063 .
NAME
ADDRESS
JPOSTCODE.
□  I  require one y ear’s full subscription plus T-shirt 
(Size 12 C./14 1 / 16D / 18  □ )  for $10  
O I require one year’s subscription only at $8
□  I  require T -shirt only at $ 4 .5 0
□  I require back copies of the following issues at 
$1 each;
/
Enclosed is a cheque/m oney order for
Commence my subscription from  the 
issue.
I .
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THE REELS A MILLSTONE IN RECORDING HISTORY!
ARE ROCKING INTO ADELAIDE
THURSDAY IIT H  OCTOBER 
— TIVOLI HOTEL
Special preview of new single 
‘ ‘You WiU Find A Way’ ’
ARKABA TOP ROOM 
FRIDAY IBTH OCTOBER 
SATURDAY 13TH  OCTOBER 
SUNDAY 14TH  OCTOBER
( ( The Reels’ ’ — first album on Polygram 
in  the shops Monday I5 th .
THE
FLYIN G
LIZARDS!
FIRST 2000 IN  PICTURE SIEEYES 
AVAILABLE NOW!
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London 6025856. Nick Lowe answers the 
phone. "Can I speak to Dave Edmunds, 
please?” Edmunds and Lowe are in an 
English studio (not Rockfield) recording some 
new material. It's nearly two in the morning.
Figuring I'll get Edmunds onside with a real 
esoteric killer I ask about Loncfon's A Lonely 
Town, a rare track just made available on 
Pebbles Volume 4, and rumoured to have 
Bruce Johnston, Terry • Melcher and Brian 
Wilson contributing. Was Brian actually 
there? "No — Bruce Johnston was there and 
Melcher, but not Brian. It was recorded in 
America in '75'''I
One rumour out of the way.
And why didn't he produce the latest 
Flamin' Groovies album? "Well, I'm really 
too busy working with Rockpile. We've just 
done the American tour".
After years of being a certified cult figure 
how's he reacting to his recent popularity? 
"It's really good. It's great to be getting 
through to more people". Me wonders if the 
success of pop-oriented bands like The Knack 
has helped increase public av/areness in 
people like him and Nick. "I don't really think 
so. The Knack's single is pretty good but I 
don't think too much of the other songs".
Dave Edmunds doesn't talk very much. He 
sounds shy and reserved. Nice enough but 
not too interested in presenting the world with 
his views on the state of the art, life and the 
wider context.
Back in 1976 Greg Shaw wrote one of the 
best appreciations of Edmunds in BOMP 
magazine. Shaw talked of how Phil Spector 
had singled Edmunds out as the producer he 
most admired in the world and argued that 
Edmunds should have been asked to join the 
Stones when Mick Taylor left.
Edmunds' recreations of Spector classics 
likeRaby/Love You andDa Ron Ron are 
astounding, as are Edmunds' Spectorish 
treatment of other songs. In a past interview 
with Alan Betrock he explained: "I don't mind 
when people compare my work with Spector. 
It was a conscious thing I did, that sound, 
except I wanted to do it, just with four in­
struments as opposed to the whole setup he 
used. Just do it with piano, guitar, bass and 
drums. I do most of the overdubbing myself. 
Sometimes it works that way, other times it's 
better to get a group of musicians in and get a 
groove going. I lay down acoustic guitars first 
even if I'm not going to use it in the end, 
because I can play that and keep in time. The 
first track has to be very accurate. With the 
Spector things, I just lay down ten acoustic 
guitars all doing the same thing, with slightly 
different echoes and EQ's on each one, then 
do about eight or ten pianos, playing the 
same things with different inversions, mix 
them down into two-track stereo, then put the 
harmonies down, about fourteen of them, and 
then get those down together. So I have all 
the heavy stuff out of the way and still have 
some tracks to work with. Then I just do bass 
and drums, and whatever else".
Simple, isn't it?
It has been claimed that Edmunds and 
Spector have met but Edmunds denies this. 
"No, I've never met him. Maybe I will some 
day".
Is it one of his big ambitions? "It's not all that 
important. I won't go out of my way but if 
Spector drops round one day, well . . . "
He explains that Rockpile will be doing 
pretty much the same set in Australia as what 
they've been doing on the American tour. 
They will, however, include a couple of new 
songs that they're presently working on. The 
vocals are shared between Lowe, Edmunds 
and Billy Bremner who writes a couple of 
songs they jdo onstage..
Let's try Nick Lowe.
The Jesus Of Cool turns out to be a gushing, 
endless stream  of com m ents, quotes, 
questions, giving the impression he'll talk till 
dawn except for numerous other Australian 
callers who have to be attended to.
He doesn't know whether he'll be producing 
Elvis Costello in Australia whilst the tour's in 
progress. "We've got to start in a week but 
we're still not sure where it's going to b e . It'll 
be either Holland, England or Australia. Elvis 
really likes Australia (!) and if he doesn't 
record there it'll be simply because he can't. 
If we come it'll be at Vanda and Youngs 
studios. At Alberts".
Discussion turns to Jo Jo Zep and the 
Falcons. Lowe reckons So Young is a 
dynamic single and he recorded a rough 
version of it with Elvis and the Attractions the 
week before. Apparently the Big El is also 
doing it live these days.
As for Sports, well Lowe's a big big fan. "I 
think they're great. If they're a.sam ple of 
Australian bands then we'll have a great time. 
They've got a great drummer and the singer 
is fantastic. That's what you need for a top 
group. I think they're great".
Did he actually offer to produce them? "No, 
but if I was drunk I might have agreed to the 
suggestion".
And the one I had to ask was how he reacted 
to the slagging off he was given by Parsons 
and Burchill in The Boy Looked A t Johnny.
R
Jules and Ton described Lowe as "a middle- 
aged, multi-chinned senile cynic with a split 
ends basin-cut and sweaty armpits, who has 
based his entire career on plagiarising the 
ideas of others. His solitary Stiff single was 
lifted from Chuck Berry, and when he left the 
label (along with Elvis Costello) in 1977 to 
join ex-Chilli Willi's manager's company 
Radar, he cut an album which truly earned 
him his title — 'The Dork Cf Derivative'. In 
this, Lowe blatantly ripped-off and watered- 
down Jonathon Richman, David Bowie, The 
Jackson Five, Chuck Berry (again). The 
Beatles, Kenneth Anger, lOcc, The Beach 
Boys and Tommy Rowe".
I have at least three Stiff singles by Lowe so 
the Richard and Karen Carpenter of rock 
journalism are wrong, wrong, wrong there 
but was Lowe upset? "No, it was pretty much 
all true except that I'm not middle aged. They 
can say what they like. It doesn't bother me 
and it's the least of my worries. But I'm not 
middle aged".
In last month's ROADRUNNER, I argued 
that Labour Of Lust sounded like the album 
Lowe wanted to make as opposed to Jesus of 
Cool which sounded like Lowe demonstrating 
his mastery of various styles. Is this an ac­
curate assessment? "Yeah, I consider that 
Labour Of Lust is really the first album I've 
made. Jesus Of Cool is literally the first but I 
consider the new one my first album. The first 
was a mixture because it was made over a 
long period of time and when I had a song I'd 
just go into a studio and record it. Then we 
put all the good tracks together and there it 
was.
"Labour Of Lust is an album in the true 
sense of the word. It was recorded in two 
weeks.
"I'm not really a musician, you know. I can • 
play music as long as it's not too complicated 
but that's about all. I'm not interested in 
musical ability. It's 1979 and I've heard all the 
guitar heroes and the keyboards wizards. 
VVhat I find most exciting is an attitude and a 
style. In my own little way I try and have an 
interesting attitude and style.
"Good musicians who play well don't in­
terest me at all. It's creating a mood and an 
atmosphere that's exciting. So few people 
have real soul these days. When I grew up 
soul used to mean people like Sam and 
Dave, The Temptations, Otis Redding and 
people like that. Now soul is created by 
machines in the form of disco.
"That's not a cheap shot at disco. I don't like 
much music anyway but there's more white 
kids trying to sing soul than there is black 
kids. Black music is in a deplorable state at 
the moment".
After that impassioned outburst who does he 
think has real soul in their music these days? 
"Well, I have a shot at it and I love Elvis' work 
and Graham Parker, although I'm a bit 
hesitant about saying that 'cause they're 
friends of mine and I produce both of them 
but I love their voices and style and I really 
like recording with them.
"Cliff Richards' new record is a real soul 
record. It's one of the best records I've heard 
in ages. He's made a great record and it's all 
the more astounding when you realise that 
everyone had written him off. His singing is 
just perfect".
The disc in question is We Don't Talk 
Anyone and it's released on EMI. It went to 
Number 1 in the English charts a few weeks 
back.
"Hang on. I'm getting bullied here" — he 
puts down the phone, I assume to savagely 
beat whoever was making life difficult for 
him. That finished, Lowe victorious, we 
continue.
Turns out he also likes Squeeze a real lot but 
that he really only listens to the radio. "I've 
got 3 or 4 albums of my own".
Can't resist asking which ones.
"There's Chuck Berry's Golden Decade, an 
old Brinsley album which I hate and never 
play and a Status Quo album — don't know 
where I got that from. I must have picked it up 
when I moved last time.
And what about the delightful Bay City 
Rollers parody cum sendup that was added to 
American copies oi Jesus Of Cool? "Well, I 
did it originally as a single to get out of my 
Brinsley's contract but it became a hit in 
Japan and they asked me to do some more. 
I've got half an album's worth of similar stuff 
recorded. I don't know where it is and it'll 
never come out".
Why these frustrating things like changing 
one song when the albums are released in 
different countries, therefore making life 
extremely difficult for obsessive collectors? 
He laughs. "I'm really sorry about that. I like 
winding people up. I like teasing people and 
it's such fun to be able to. Anyway I can't 
understand people who want to go to alt those 
lengths to have everything".
Regulation 15 minutes, actually I sneaked 
three more, and time to let him go and answer 
the next set of questions.
Nice guys. Bound to be great concerts. 
Until next time.
— Stuart Coupe
STUART COUPE GOES BESERK AND 
BLABBERS LONG AND FRANTICALLY 
ABOUT HIS LATEST FAV RAV HIT TO 
CLICK.
The Raspberries, Badfinger, Dwight 
Twilley. Chris Stamey, Big Star. The 
S cratch  Band, The C lones, Young  
Modern, Abba, Dave Edmunds, Nick 
Lowe, Elvis Costello, The Knack, The 
Ramones, The Jam, The Scruffs, The 
Shoes, Pezband, The Nerves, Generation 
X. The Wackers, The Flamin' Grooyies.
Cheap Trick, The Cars .........  and The
Records.
Have they anything in common? 
Essentially it's a  belief and a  desire to 
keep alive the spirit and reality of the 
short, memorable rock'n'roll song. The 
music that was popular rock'n'roll in the 
sixties. The music blaring through 
thousands of transistor radios. The style 
of the Beatles, The Stones, The Who, The 
Masters Apprentices, The Vibrants, The 
Kinks, The Who, The Easybeats, The 
Twilights and The Small Faces.
But on how things have changed. 
Things were so much younger then. 
When you were young maybe it did 
seem  more im portant. Radio has 
changed. Rock'n'roll has changed. We've 
changed. The majority of the first group 
are carrying the banner for a genre that's 
very much passe. Like old soldiers sitting 
round discussing the great battles during 
the Second World W ar, they remember 
the glorious years of radio and 
rock'n'roll.
O ccassio n ally  one group will be 
selected to be given the necessary push 
from the music business to become 
popular. It appears to be a  fairly random 
process, dictated ’ by the economic 
demands of record companies constantly 
searching for new markets and ex­
ploiting them to the hilt.
There is no reason why The Knack are 
at number 1 throughout the world and 
The Scruffs for exdmple, suffer in ob­
scurity except that The Knack record for 
Capitol Records and The Scruffs pay to 
put their own records out. Little 
separates the two groups in appearance, 
musical ability, original songs and 
excitement.
The point of this confusing outburst is to 
try and understand The Records who are 
poised mid point between Knackery and 
Obscurity. They're a  four piece British 
band, presently  touring A m erica. 
They've had three excellent singles and 
an extraordinary powerful, catchy and 
exciting album. They're on Virgin and 
F estival's responsible for them  in 
Australia.
The Records album was released in 
Aust. three months ago. .'Any chance 
they'll get anywhere?' I ask my local 
Festival rep. 'Next to none' I'm told. As 
expected.
Except forever dependable 2JJ and a  
couple of press reviews, no-one hears 
about the band. Then Nightmoves plays 
a clip of Rock'n'roll Loveletter. Next 
Molly holds the album cover upside 
down in Humdrum and predicts big 
things for this um er record called er this
group called The Records.
A few influentials cajole 2SM heavies. 
KAPOW ZIPEE. Australia's most in­
fluential radio station programmes three 
tracks.
Will The Records proceed to gain mass 
appeal? Is there an audience for this 
style of music? Will people who rushed 
out to buy Knack records continue to 
support similar sounding bands or were 
you really blinded by the hype? Is there 
an approaching resurgence of interest in 
the short, catchy rock'n'roll song without 
the disco beat, without the sickening 
schmaltz but with memorable lyrics and 
three minutes of galvanizing power 
causing involuntary feet movements.
By now, if you aren't already converted, 
the big question in your mind is probably 
WHO ARE THE RECORDS AND WHY IS 
THIS IDIOT BLABBERING SO MUCH 
ABOUT THEM?
Two of The Records were members of 
The Kursaal Flyers and the other two 
were dragged in from The Janets and The 
Ratbites From Hell. Their leader and 
main songwriter is drummer Will Birch. 
In 1978 they recorded and released an  
independent single called Starry Eyes 
which is rerecorded for their album. 
Signed to Virgin they released a scin- 
tilatin g  version of Tim Moore's 
Rock'n'Roll Loveletter (also recorded by 
The Bay City Rollers) and then Shades In 
Bed, their first album.
With the first 5,000 copies of the English 
(not Australian) album cam e a  rough and 
ready four track EP with cover versions of 
songs by some of the bands favs — Spirit 
{1984). The Kinks (See My Friends). Blue 
Ash (Abracadabra) and The Stones {Have 
You S een  Your Mother, Baby).
The Records first toured America early  
this year as Rachel Sweet's backing 
band and are presently half way through 
another A m erican tour — without 
Rachel.
Shades In Bed is a  classic from start to 
finish. Songs about girls, lost love, not 
being able to sleep, a m anager with 
starry eyes, and girls, girls and more 
girls. The songs are powered along by 
Huw Gowers' guitar. Birchs' drumming, 
inventive arrangements, strong singing 
from all the band, a sense of dynamics 
and the most infectious enthusiasm I've 
heard on vinyl for ages. This is rock'n'roll 
with guts, poWer and presence. No 
wimpy, syruppy patter but dynamite 
rock'n'roll.
Investigate at your first opportunity. 
With ap olo gies to their recent 
predecessors. GET THE RECORDS.
STUART COUPE 
AND GLENN A BAKER 
TALK TO 
WILL BIRCH
RR: Where abouts are you now?
WB; We're in the United States of America. 
RR: Are you performing in the States at 
the moment?
WB: Yea, we're in the middle of an eight 
week tour. We've done four weeks and there's 
another four weeks to go.
RR: What we'd like to do is talk about
the history of The Records and start 
talking briefly about Charlie and the 
Wideboys. Maybe you could just give us 
a few words about those early days and 
the beginning of the Kursaal Flyers. 
WB: Well I was in the Kursaal Flyers from 
about early 1974 and in May of that year I'd 
nearly joined Charlie and the Wideboys. I 
just rehearsed with them and did about two 
gigs with them and I wasn't very happy with 
that so I went back to the Kursaal Flyers and 
the Kursaal Flyers continued till November 
'77 when we broke up. John Wicks, who I 
write songs with in The Records now, joined 
the Kursaal Flyers towards the end of that 
band. When we broke up, we decided to form 
a songwriting partnership and eventually we 
got The Records together.
RR: You w ere a lw ay s the m ain  
songwriter force in the Kursaals?
WB: Well yeah, along with another guy 
called Graeme Douglas but I used to write 
most of the material.
RR: In listening to some of the Kursaal 
Flyers albums there are some songs, 
particularly Hit Records off the Chocs 
Away album that really give an idea of 
the stuff you'd be doing later on in The 
Records.
WB: It's the same thing really. The thing 
about the Kursaal Flyers was that there was a 
large variety of musical styles which confused 
people I think. So when we got The Records 
together we decided to keep everything 
pretty much to one direction. The spirit of the 
Kursaal Flyers was the same as The Records. 
It was the same kind of attitude. Of course, 
Ihe music's a little different.
RR: I was interested to note on the 
Kursaal's live album that you did a  song 
written by two Australians — Friday On 
My Mind by Vanda and Young.
"'WB: Right, The Easybeats — Vanda and 
Young. I think it's a record that's got 
everything. The sentiment of the lyrics is 
perfect, the tune is very good and it's well 
produced. It's just a great record. That's why 
we covered it.
RR: Could you tell us how the Records 
actually cam e together?
WB: When the Kursaal Flyers broke up on 
November '77, Johnny and I had decided to 
form a songwriting partnership and we 
decided to get another group together. We 
met Phil Brown, the bass player first and after 
auditioning quite a lot of guitarists we met 
Huw Gower. That was all around March 1978 
and we decided to call the group The 
Records.
RR: Did you in fact audition 221 
guitarists?
WB: 221.
RR: How'd you come to be supporting 
Rachel Sweet on the American Tour? 
WB: What happened was that John and I 
wrote a song that was on Rachel's first album. 
That's the song calledP/n A Meddle On Mary 
so we met Rachel and just after she recorded 
her album she said Stiff were looking for a 
group to back her for the Stiff Tour. They 
called us up but we said we didn't want to do 
it because we didn't really want to be a 
backing group. We thought if we could pl^y 
our own spot on the tour it would be really 
good and we said to Stiff we 11 back Rachel if 
we got to play our own set. They agreed, so 
we did it.
RR: On your official biography it was 
mentioned that some of your influences
were Badfinger and The Raspberries and 
we've gathered from the EP where you 
do a Spirit song, a  Blue Ash song, a  Kinks 
song and another that your influences in 
pop must be pretty strong. Could you tell 
us a  little about that?
WB: There's a number of different things. 
There's four of us in the group and everybody 
likes different stuff. But we didn't write that 
biography. Somebody else decided that that 
was what our influences were. We're pretty 
much influenced by everything that we hear 
but we're particularly keen on the pop thing, 
the sixties spirit and that stuff.
RR: What ore some of your favourite 
bands?
WB:The Kinks and The Beatles. I like Cheap 
Trick and I like Tom Petty. Big Star I like. All 
that Stuff.
RR: I gather there's someone in the 
group who likes bands like Moby Grape 
and Spirit.
WB: That's Huw, the lead guitar player. He 
wanted to do 1984.
RR: We've heard that you're very much 
the leader of the group.
WB: Well maybe, yeah. I suppose I am 
really but we don't really think in those terms 
because it works really well as it is.
RR: But it's not altogether common for a  
drummer to be a  lead songwriter and 
lead a  group.
WB: No, it's pretty unusual. It's just that 
when the Kursaal Flyers broke up, I just knew 
the sort of band I had to get and I didn't want 
it to go wrong so I had to make sure it was all 
the way I wanted it.
RR: The British press has said that you 
might be banging your head against a  
wall because there's in fact not an  
audience for the sort of pop styled 
rock'n'roll that you 're  p lay in g . 
WB: T know that review but that was six 
months ago and we've come to America and 
there's a very big audience for what we're 
doing. The funny thing is that what we've 
been doing for a long time is just becoming 
popular over here right now. The Knack are 
getting a lot of air play plus one or two other 
people. In a way we've had to come to 
America to find an audience. In England it 
was not so easy. All the radio stations in 
America are playing our album and we're just 
picking up AM stations on the single which is 
going in the charts and the gigs are going 
really well. It's much better than England. 
RR: Is that directly attributable to the 
success of Cheap Trick and The Knack? 
WB: I don't think so. I think it's attributable 
to the public being fed up with everything 
that's been going on for the last lew years and 
there's a current call lor a return to simplicity 
— the kind of thing that we do. I suppose you 
could say that there's a bit of a trend. 
RR: What appears to be evident from 
the press is that your recordings are  
receiving incredibly glowing reviews but 
the live shows are not revieving good 
reviews. In this weeks issue of Billboard 
a guy who reviewed a  gig described you 
as 'not one of the better British new wave 
bands'. Is the band firing live?
WB: I think we're great live. Where was 
that review from? ^
RR: It was from a  gig you did with The 
Cars.
WB: Oh, in Central Park. Well that wasn't a 
good gig. That was our first gig in America
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and the first time we'd played to that sized 
audience and they only let us play 20 minutes 
and we didn't have a sound check and we just 
went on. It was a bad gig.
RR: I noticed actually on Dave Ed­
munds' Trax On Wax 4 album that you 
contributed the song A1 On The Jukebox 
Do you do much writing for other people? 
WB: A little bit. The Searchers have just 
recorded one of our songs.
RR: A1 On The Jukebox sounds like 
something the Kursaals could have done 
but it's nothing like what you're doing 
with The Records.
WB: I think George Jones is the greatest 
singer in the world. I like Bob Wills and 
western swing. I like Rick Nelson, Waylon 
Terming, Merle Haggard — all those people. 
RR: It's interesting that you should say  
that about G eorge Jones b ecau se  
Costello has George Jones in exactly the 
eam e regard.
WB: He's the greatest. The greatest white 
singer in the world. There's no contest is 
there? He just shuts them all down. He's the 
best. Forget it. He's the best. He can really 
make you cry. I think he's the best. 
RR: Can you talk about some of the 
songs on The Records album. Par­
ticularly Starry Eyes which is probably 
the best pop song any of us have heard in 
a  long, lon gtim e.
WB: We wrote it last year. There's a bit of a 
story to it. It's a song about this guy who used 
to manage us. We fell out with him and it just 
tells the story of our break with him. 
RR: Are you friendly with Jane Aire at 
all?
WB: In a manner. We know her. She's on 
Virgin now and she sang a little on our 
album, on the phone. -
RR: I noticed that Robert John Lange 
produced the album. His most recent 
project was producing AC/DC and the 
two projects couldn't possibly be more 
divergent. How was he to work with? 
WB: He was alright. The reason he only 
produced four of the tracks on our album was 
because he went off to do AC/DC and we 
carried on with Tim Friese-Greene. He was 
the most satisfying to work with. 
RR: What's the background to Wives and 
Lovers Oi Tommorrow (the flip side of 
Rock'n'roll Loveletter).
WB: It's about the reasons young people go 
out socially. The only reason people go out 
socially when they're young is to get married 
— right? That's what that's about.
RR: What was the idea behind doing the 
12 inch EP that's free with the first 5.000 
copies of the English album?
RR: Side one of the album seems to be 
perfectly programmed. There's a  real 
feel to side one — a real up pop feel. Was 
that a  deliberate thing?
WB: I'm very keen on programming. I think 
it's really important. If you think we've 
achieved that I'm really flattered. I think 
that's great. That's what we wanted to 
achieve.
RR: W hat inspired T een a ra m a l  
WB: It's about really young girls who are 
really niave. Very innocent. But they're very 
perceptive and very casual about things. 
They don't have the neurosis that you get 
when you get o ld er.
RR: Any particular girls that you know? 
WB: All of them. All the girls who eat 
bubblegum and drink Coca Cola.__________
WB: A little bit of indulgence and we spent a 
lot of time doing the album in a fairly 
sophisticated studio and we wanted to go into 
a small, cheap.studio and we knocked the EP 
out in 2 or 3 days. Very guickly and there's 
loads of mistakes on it. Just as a contrast really 
and to give a little bit of exposure to songs we 
thought were really good but got a bit 
overlooked when they came out, like The 
Spirit track which was on a single. It never 
came out on an album so not many pieople 
knew it and Blue Ash — nobody knew Blue 
Ash and The Kinks song is not guite as well 
known as some of the others. And because 
records are so expensive we thought it's be a 
bonus for people who got the album earlier. It 
makes a nice package.
RR: What do you particularly like about 
Big Star?
WB: What I particularly like about Big Star 
is a song called September Gurls and Radio 
City but apart from that I think their 
arrangem ents and playing is really  
sophisticated and very unusual. If you listen 
to their albums it's more complex than loads 
of groups play. There's a lot of black in­
fluence in th,e rhythm tracks and an influence 
from Steve Cropper and people like that. It 
may have been because they came out of 
Memphis. They were the only band who had 
the courage to do what they were doing back 
in '73 except maybe the Raspberries and The 
Wackers.
RR: You're also apparently a  fan of 
Dwight Twilley. Why do you think you're
becoming popular whilst people like him 
are  consistently  ignored for their 
troubles?
WB: I don't know. Maybe he's with the wrong 
record company.
RR: Where are you going after the 
American tour?
WB: We're going back to England and 
we're going to tour there in November 
and then we're going to Europe and 
there's a  vague chance of coming to 
A ustralia in Jan u ary .
RR: Do you think you'll eventually get 
through to an  English au d ien ce?  
WB: Yeah. Definitely.
RR: What about plans for a  new record. 
Is it too soon to start thinking about 
a n o t h e r  o n e ?
WB: We plan to start recording again in 
March. We're coming back to America in 
February to do,another tour and then we're 
going to record a new hlbum in March. 
RR: W ill it be like the first? 
WB: No, it'll be completely differept. It'll 
sound better. The playing on it will be dif­
ferent. The songs are going to be different. 
They're not going to be guite so chorusy. 
RR: Do you think that's a smart move 
given that you've achieved most of your 
notoriety of the basis of your rather 
excellen t pop sound?
WB: I don't think we're going to make any 
mistakes.
RR: All very carefu l?
WB: Not careful in a boring sense but we're 
not about to make the wrong record, you 
know what I mean. We've got a pretty good 
idea what we're going to do.
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HANGING ROUND THE HOUSE WITH PETER U LU E
There are some people who consider Peter 
Lillie a 'cult figure', and for that reason I 
suppose he is. The essence of a 'cult figure' is 
that the interest in it is minor, albeit fervent. 
The interest in Peter Lillie certainly is minor, 
but among an initiated minority, he's 
regarded as an unsung hero, the fore-father 
of a Melbourne scene that's developed to the 
point where it's now attained an international 
standing.
If you were ignorant of Peter Lillie in the first 
place that introduction's probably left you 
none the wiser, so some explainatory 
background information must be in order. 
Among the countless other projects he's 
been involved in, Peter Lillie's initial 'claim to 
fame' is that some time some years ago he 
formed a group called the Pelaco Brothers. 
The Pelacos have since acquired a 'legen­
dary' status, boasting a 'super-star' line-up 
that included, besides Lillie himself, Steve 
Cummings, Joe Camilleri, Johnny Topper, 
and Ed Bates.
Of course, Steve Cummings and Joe 
Camilleri have since become 'rich and 
famous' — practising an art that evolved from 
the same source as Peter Lillie's — while 
Lillie himself has remained an obscurity. 
Although I wouldn't like to suggest that 
Cummings and/or Camileri have 'sold-out' in 
any way — I don't think they have — it is a 
fact that they've departed considerably from 
the spirit and style that originally existed 
within the Pelaco Brothers, whereas in many 
ways Peter Lillie has retained it,
Lillie's most recent Missing Link single. 
H anging R ound The H ou se , is perhaps his 
most coherent statement yet, and one that 
deserves more attention than it seems to have 
received.
It's for that reason that this story came into 
being — with maybe the vain hope that it 
would win for Peter Lillie some of the 
recognition to which he's always been en­
titled.
For someone who's created music as 
exuberant as, say. H anging R ound JR e -  
H ou se, Peter Lillie is surprisingly reserved. 
Indeed, he expressed some consternation at 
being grilled in front of my tape recorder.
T can't stand them', he said, 'just knowing 
that they're on. It's the same when I'm 
recording — I go through something per­
fectly five times, and then when it's on I 
freeze'.
Nevertheless, I pressed on and managed to 
extract answers to most of my questions, 
which were concerned not so much with 
trying to precisely trace Peter Lillie's 
movements in the past, but rather how much 
relation that past bore to the present, the 
present itself, and then, the future.
(Indeed, if Peter Lillie's history hasn't been 
well documented, it's probably because so 
much 'myth and legend' surrounds it that 
discerning the truth has become nearly 
impossible, and having had no first-hand 
involvement myself, I wouldn't like to try.)
It is,significant, however, that Lillie was 
instrumental in the conception of the Pelaco 
Brothers. He was friendly with Johnny Topper 
and Steve Cummings, and it was they who 
inspired him to form the group.
'I was the only one who could play', Lillie 
recalled, 'and then Steve and Topper went 
down to the pawn shop one day and bought 
some Japanese guitars. They used to muck 
around - they couldn't play a note - and we 
joked about forming a band. And then I 
thought I'd be better off with these guys — 
y'know, teach them a few chords....'
These humble beginnings have been more 
thoroughly detailed in Lillie's poem, 'The 
Kings Of Boondock Swing Meet The Men
From Marybrynong River (No Time Wasters 
Please)', which was printed as an insert to 
M issing Link's 'o ck erb illy ' com pilation 
album. The A u todrifters A n d The R elax ed  
M echan ics M eet The Fabu lous N udes A nd  
The P elaco  B rothers!]
After the Pelaco's inception, any and every 
musician hanging around Carlton at the time 
sat in with them, but it was Joe Camileri, Ed 
Bates, and drummer Carl Wolfe who stayed 
on. Lillie: 'To our surprise, it started to sound 
good'. They began gigging, and eventually 
recorded the now-renowned and highly- 
collectable N otorious P elaco  B rothers Show  
EP, which showcased the group's penchant 
for a to n gu e-in -ch eek  rockabilly/R& B 
hybrid.
'When the Pelaco Brothers started, we 
weren't consciously rockabilly, or country', 
Lillie said. 'It was just that Topper, mainly, 
was interested in country music, and blues & 
he's a bit of a historian. He used to play us 
different things, and we liked them; I guess 
we were attracted to their kitsch value....
'To cut a long story short, it started off as a 
joke between friends. Actually, that was 
probably its downfall — we started taking it 
too seriously. My theory is that there were too 
many chiefs — there was Steve, Joe, myself. 
Topper....! left the Pelaco's — I couldn't 
'hack it, man'.'
With that, I wondered how Lillie felt about 
the turn Steve Cumming's and Joe Camileri's 
respective careers had taken after the 
Pelaco's.
'Well, I think that a lot of the ideas that 
developed with the Sports and Jo Jo Zep 
originated with the Pelacos. It was more their 
personal thing. Joe injected a bit of his 
personal taste for R&B into the Pelaco's, Steve 
— I don't really know what Steve's tastes are, 
I can't pin them down; it's mainly pop. Ac­
tually, Steve was a big 60's fan.
'I think Joe's main like was soul, all that sort 
of stuff. He wanted a much tighter, 
professional sort of band — the Pelaco 
Brothers could never be that, they just didn't 
have the musicianmanship'.
So much for the Falcons, but what of what 
the Sports are doing?
'It's fair enough, I suppose. I don't like it 
particularly, it's just a bit bland. I reckon you 
can still be that tight and have an edge to it - 
it's too slick. Steve's overreacted to the Pelaco 
Brothers — the Pelacos were completely 
anarchic, chaotic - he really wanted to have a 
band of a lot better standing'.-
After the demise of the Pelaco Brothers, 
Peter Lillie did what Peter Lillie usually does 
between bands — and don't ask me what that 
is — until he became clearly visible again as 
a member of the Relaxed Mechanics, who 
derived their name from the Pelaco's 
M echan ics In A R elax ed  M an n er, a song that 
eventually turned up on Missing Link's In n er 
Sanctum  album.
Lillie didn't elaborate on the Mechanic's 
story. The only remaining evidence of them, 
apart from Lillie himself, and John Lloyd, 
who's since drummed with the High Rise 
Bombers, the Dots, and now Flowers, is three 
recordings, Lillie's T ruckdriving C assan ova, 
which can be found on In n er S an ctu m , and 
S hakin g  The B lu es and G ooseb a ll B row n , on 
Missing Link's ockerbilly album, which 
reveal the group to be more competent than 
the Pelaco's, if perhaps lacking their zeal.
When the Relaxed Mechanics failed to set 
the world on fire, Lillie found himself in 
league with the redoubtable Johnny Topper 
once again, this time as an Autodrifter.
'I just formed all these bands with Topper. 
Topper, R ick (D em pster) and W arren 
(Rough) were really big on rockabilly, and I 
started listening but we didn't know much 
- about it. After the Pelaco's we developed an
obsession with it for a while, and the idea with 
the Autodrifters was to do rockabilly ex­
clusively, American rockabilly. We chucked 
a few of our own things in, y'know, a bit of 
Australian flavour.
'It was just like a little exercise, to see how 
well we could play rockabilly'.
Indeed, play it well they did, as their 
handful of recordings — the B est B ets EP 
(which contained one classic song, Warren 
Rough's L o ck ed  Out O f L o v e ), and yet more 
tracks on Missing Link's ockerbilly album — 
testify.
Yet despite a degree of success, which even 
ran to a favourable review of B est B ets in the 
English 'SOLfNDS' m agazine, the 
Autodrifters' life was short-lived.
I wondered if, when he formed the group, 
Lillie anticipated any longevity, or success?
'To a point, but I realised when it started it 
could only go so far'.
Does Peter Lillie think he can 'succeed' 
then? Or perhaps more to the point, does he 
really want to?
'I do, but I mean I'm just a bit particular. I 
think it's got a lot to do with me being unable 
to cope with all the bullshit. I'm just a bit too 
fussy about the people I play with. Steve's 
philosophy was just to get a bunch of guys 
that were good and stick with them'.
Well, in his case it's paid off, hasn't it?
'Yeah, it's worked for him. If he likes that, 
fair enough, I mean, I would've liked to have 
been more successful myself. I've just had a 
lot of trouble, adjusting to all the pressures.
'I feel the only way I could do it was if 
someone came and said, 'I'll be your 
manager, here's $10,000, go out and buy 
yourself a swag of equipment'. With me, 
because I've started so many bands, I find the 
whole process — scratching around for an 
amplifier, and looking for musicians and stuff
— extremely tedious. I've lost all the en­
thusiasm about doing that.
'I find that after the initial enthusiasm of an 
idea, when it gets down tcf the reality of doing 
it, I know what's going to happen, so I lose the 
. enthusiasm.
'I've been around long enough now to see 
exactly what can happen, and how far you 
can take something, and I find I realise what's 
going to happen before it actually does, so 
then I get bored before I should get bored. 
Obviously you're going around in a circle. As 
. soon as I lose interest I become irresponsible'.
And that's the basis of Peter .Lillie's 
reputation — a notorious one for being lazy 
and unreliable. How does he feel about being 
branded in such a way?
'Well, a lot of people think I'm lazy, or not 
temperamentally suited, but I think a lot of 
p>eople are loathe to give me responsibility, 
because of all the things I've started off myself 
and fucked up because all the weight of it's 
been on my shoulders. I've never had the 
support to carry it through. People watch me 
from the outside.
'If you're pushing shit up a hill all the time, 
anyone would fuck it up'.
Although it was cred ited  to the 
Leisuremasters, H an gin g R ound The H ouse 
was actually recorded after they'd broken up
— Lillie did it — with the help of Mark Ferrier 
(who was a Leisuremaster before he became a 
Model anyway) on bass, Mick Harvey and 
Tim Broslyn on guitars, and Fred Strauks 
drumming. The same sessions also produced 
(as well as H oliday  H ou se, the single's B- 
Side) Ju k e B ox C reep , a song written by 
Henry Vhynal that was 'a send-up of people 
like Lillie, a joke within a joke'.
Around the same time, Lillie did some more 
(self-financed) recordings — of E asy But It's 
F u n , a  ro ck a b illy  th in g , the Danger Man 
theme, and another version o i H oliday H ouse
— although it's doubtful that these will ever ■
see the light of day.
Peter Lillie says of his (released) recorded 
output:' It's a fair record, but embarrassing. I 
think I've been side-tracked with the 
country/swing sort of stuff we used to do. I 
think I've been unfairly tagged — the King of 
Rockabilly, or Ockerbilly '.
It's H anging R ound The H ou se that should 
do something to dispel such obsolete labels 
and allow Lillie to assume an identity of his 
own — finally Lillie's wit and perception have 
matured to the point where they're relative 
and accessible, if not entirely original.
How does Peter Lillie himself regard 
H anging R ound The H ou se?
"To me it was more of a record. I like the 
songs basically, I just don't like the way it's 
been done. I'm trying to get away from the 
sort of flavour we had with the 
Leisuremasters. I'd like to retain my in­
fluences, and have my own distinct, up-to- 
date sound'.
Of course. After all. H anging R ound The 
H ouse reeks of Eddie Cochran.
'Yeah, well, he's one of my all-time 
favorites. I reckon, apart from the produc­
tion, he sounds pretty contemporary today. 
It's just tim eless'.
Accepting that, I wondered if Lillie felt any 
, influences from the 70s at all?
'There nothing I've heard in the 70s that's 
really, err, 'turned me on', that really hits the 
nerve', he said. ' There's bits of various 
punk/new wave bands . . . There's that 
David Bowie, Lou Reed, Iggy Pop sort of stuff 
that's interesting . . .
' If you asked me what bands I liked, I 
couldn't name one Australian band I like 
particularly, but I like musicians in various 
bands'.
Lillie does, however, have some respect for 
the Boys Next Door.
' I  think they're the only people around 
who've got any energy. They've got that 
elusive thing . . . the music they do is totally 
foreign to what I'd want to do — I couldn't do 
anything like that. But they're just a band 
around that's got that spark'.
Two Way Garden were another group that 
impressed Lillie. After the Leisuremasters 
broke up, he auditioned for a spot playing 
guitar with them, but nothing came of it 
(they've since broken up anyway). So, once 
again, Peter Lillie is floundering.
What plans did he have?
"I'm just relying on luck at the moment. I'd 
like to find a band that had a whole lot of 
vague ideas, and they needed someone like 
me to help crystallise them.
'I'v e  had these solo bands, like the 
Leisuremasters, and the Relaxed Mechanics, 
and they haven't worked very well because 
I've been the only motivating force in them, 
and I don't work very well by myself — I need 
a bit of a push, y'know, someone I can bounce 
off. I can't seem to develop ideas by myself.
■ ' It doesn't matter who I play with, I seem to 
have the ability to make things 'spark' — I 
don't play particularly well, but I can bring 
things out in other pseople.
' I'm trying to write new songs. I'd really like 
to do something that would shock people 
totally.
' I'd like to get a contract with Festival, or K- 
Tel , or anything — given the money and the 
opportunity I'd do something better than any 
of the safe things they gamble o n '.
Missing Link's overseer, Keith Glass, 
remains tight-lipped on the subject of any 
future involvement with Peter Lillie, however. 
Just what can this mean?
Whatever form it might eventually take, 
Lillie says: ' I was going to call my next band 
Peter Lillie's Greatest Hits, but Keith thought 
that was in bad taste".
— Clinton Walker
pic: Clinton Walker
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It was ten to six and the voice on the 
end of the phone was pleading  
ignorance of any 6 o'clock interview. It 
pleaded total ignorance of anything 
scheduled that day, saying none of the 
Hitmen had got to bed  till eight that 
morning, and none were especially  
anxious to wake up now. My sympathy 
rather strained by  the fact of being  
stranded in the hotel lobby, I explained  
to the sleepy voice that it is one thing 
bein g  enveloped in warm blankets and 
quite another b ein g  enveloped by  an 
ethnic w edding reception. I suggested I 
ring back in 10 minutes, by which time 
One or the Other of us will have had a 
Bright Idea. Luckily, the Other of us had. 
It turned into quite a social interview: 
m e and m y sister [moral support] against 
two voluble Hitmen, one silent partner 
and a drum mer who popped in 
periodically to the great agitation of our 
recording equipm ent. In fact, what with 
Mark and the com bined efforts of the 
hotel T.V. and Molly Meldrum, our 
Sanyo was re d u c e d  to electrica l  
hysteria.
Now that the line-up seem s settled as 
Johnny Kannis on lead vocals, Chris 
Masuak and Warwick Gilbert [both ex- 
Radio Birdman] on guitars, Phil Som- 
merville on bass, and Mark Kingsmill 
[ex-The Other Side] on drums, the Hit­
m en have b een  signed  by WEA. A 
single. Didn't Tell The Man, has just been  
released and an album is planned after 
the national tour with Cold Chisel, so 
naturally the conversation got round to 
recording .........
ELLY: Some of the bands we've talked 
to seem to think that the only way to get 
good production is to bring in American 
producers.
CHRIS: That's sort of like pre-packaging, 
because they can't conceive anything 
themselves basically. They've got to bring in 
someone to do it all for them, to make it slick. 
It's all sort of laid out for them. We're working 
with Charles Fisher from Trafalgar Records - 
he's Australian.
WARWICK: Production is picking up in 
Australia. A year ago it couldn't compete 
with overseas around here. It's much better 
now...but it's not a matter of sticking with 
them, it's more a matter of getting the best 
records. We've known him a fair while so... 
CATHY: You have to...
CHRIS: No, you don't have to, you don't 
have to do anything. You do what you want. 
We know what we want basically, and we're 
quite familiar with the recording studio. It 
takes a producer who's not in the band, who's 
a bit distant from our concept of the song, to 
satisfy us it's the right direction, although we 
have majority control. He basically helps us 
to make the record sound good. We know 
what we want to put down but he knows what 
sounds right on record, so between the both 
of us usually get what we want. And we're far 
from slick, so we're not going to pretend that 
we're slick, and bring in an American to do 
that. It's pretty irrelevant to rock and roU. 
ELLY: Is there much difference bet­
ween interstate audiences?
CHRIS: lust the fact that they haven't seen 
us before makes a difference. They behave 
differently in Victoria, don't they? 
WARWICK: Yeah, well they react dif­
ferently to different songs, some songs just 
won't go down well here and they will in 
Adelaide.
CHRIS: Generally in Sydney people will go 
nuts for the whole duration of the per­
formance. In Melbourne they're a bit dif­
ferent. I suspect the music's a bit slower and 
the presentation of the band is a bit more 
slick and artistic from what we are in Sydney, 
so they probably aren't used to us. 
WARWICK: I don't know, they get a lot of 
different bands here, same ones as we get in 
Sydney.
CATHY: There seemed to be something 
of a  stand-off at the first Melbourne gig 
this time round. The audience were all 
just standing there, checking you out. It 
was almost like a  confrontation, with 
them saying 'oh yeah, what's this we've 
got here tonight?'
WARWICK: Yes, I was under that im­
pression, and that really makes you tense 
when people confront you like that; puts you 
on your guard. You can dispel all thoughts of 
having a good time when you're confronted 
by an audience like that.
CATHY: What do you want from an  
audience?
WARWICK: Mainly to have a good time, 
mainly, uh, just to dance, to have a good 
time.
LILLY: Is that what you give them? 
CHRIS: It depends on their idea of a good 
time. We've never analysed ourselves. Who 
cares anyway what the construction of the 
band is — that's irrelevant. The most im­
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portant thing is that the band is competent 
and together to play their own songs, and 
hopefully in our case people are going to 
really like it, because we're committed to it. 
So the best thing they can do is go back and 
say 'what a great band', or something like 
that. But we can't force that down their 
throats.
We're just gonna write our own songs. It's 
hard to say what your direction.is because 
everyone else is going to say we're a certain 
kind of band and it's not really up to us to 
classify ourselves. We write our songs and we 
play our music and that to us is enough. The 
only way that we're going to be classified is if 
someone comes up and writes about it, but 
journalists don't count really as far as their 
opinion goes, 'cause they all say different 
things anyway. The jury of people counts, the 
people , that come to see the gigs.
CATHY: But you'd rather they weren't 
just sitting there, criticising you? 
WARWICK: Well, we're used to playing to 
weirdos in Surry Hills pubs who are really 
critical. The songs do stand up to a bit of 
criticism but they're not as, uh, as heavy if 
you like, as Radio Birdman stuff. It's more a 
pop band, it's more danceable. It a lighter 
sort of message.
ELLY: Are you writing from your own 
life style or for a  particular audience? 
CHRIS: Depends on what the song is. 
There's no sort of underlying current of 
thought in all our songs. They all stand up by 
themselves really. We're writing songs that 
will stand up on their own. Hopefully all our 
singles will be classics.
Warwick; I don't think we've achieved it yet, 
but that's what I'd like to aim for, just to get a 
really good song that lasts. That's basically, I 
think, the direction of the band. But I don't 
write a song with an objective inmind 
anyway. I did consciously write a pop song. 
Didn't Tell The Man; that's the song, but each 
song's different.
CATHY: That song that lasts, do .you 
want it to be a  song that's part of 
yourself?
WARWICK: Well, not necessarily, as long 
as it reflects what's around at the time. That's 
what makes a song really good, because 
people can identify with just a bit in that song 
individually, that's what makes it sell in large 
amounts. What makes a song really popular 
is that people can identify with it. So Td like 
to eventually write songs like that. Just good 
songs.
CATHY — Your songs aren't a social 
commentary ?
CHRIS: Oh, they can be, it depends what 
frame of mind you're in when you write them. 
Generally the songs are mostly fun. Either 
fun songs, love songs... it generally just 
comes to you. You might be listening to 
records or just walking around and then 
something appeals and you just follow it up. 
Musically you go through phases. Like, 
Warwick was particularly nasty for three 
months, and all the songs that he wrote in that
Hitmen with butchered August RR.
three months have a certain bent. 
WARWICK: You should see the one that 
didn't get through! Still, it's really weird. It 
just sort of arrives when you least expect it, 
you can't put your guitar down and you take it 
to show the band. Like, the last one of mine 
took two days — 1 wrote it in one day and 
played it the day after. But some of them take 
about six months or more. Lyrics are the most 
difficult part. There are a lot of people 
making profound statements.
CHRIS: That's boring. Lyrics have to suit 
the song, you feel that your lyrics mean 
something in the context. They can't be 
garbage, it's got to say something. It doesn't 
have to have a message. It's.paradoxical. A 
lot of the songs are usually poetic, I suppose. 
Not really poetic, but having to do with the 
boys and the girls kind of thing, or having 
fun. They're usually based around that. Mine 
are usually stories, or based on some story. 
And the ones that. are stories are usually 
based around a catastrophe, or death... 
ELLY— Byeing a bedside copy of The 
Rise and Fall of the Third Reich) ^Are you 
influenced by what you read ?
CHRIS: Huh? Oh yeah, yeah. We're very 
cultured, and intellectual. We're all Hawaii 
5-0 lovers, especially Deniz. We really love 
that show. Lots of songs come from B grade 
movies like Night of the Living Dead, and 
When Worlds Collide. We're insomniacs. 
ELLY -T he image that you put across on 
stage : you were all sort of in black 
uniforms with just the lead singer in red. 
and he was the only one that was really 
emoting at all, you were all pretty cool. 
Is this som ething you consciously  
thought up, an image thing 
CHRIS: It's just the way we are.
CATHY- Cool ?
W ARW ICK: (when laughter subsides): 
Basically we're just really dull people. 
Johnny's not as dull as the rest of us. We're 
quite happy for him to be the focal point of the 
band. We did discuss what looks better on 
stage, and we thought if Johnny's going to 
wear tails (Johnny used to wear white tails) 
well, we thought, we'll wear black because 
most of the time we used to wear black 
anyway in Radio Birdman. We felt most 
comfortable in black so we just wore that for a 
while, but now we're a bit sick of it so we're 
going to change again. It's really up to what 
the individual feels like wearing I guess. I 
think that's more important than an overall 
image.
Johnny's been wearing tails since Radio 
Birdman — it goes back a long way. .Johnny 
used to be M.C. in Radio Birdman; he's in the 
New Race film clip. Chris and John used to go 
to school, and they got together with Alan. 
When the group first started it used to be 
Johnny and the Hitmen, and when Deniz Tek 
used to go over to America we'd all get 
together and do gigs, just for the fun of it, just 
because we all like playing. I changed back 
to guitar — I had changed to bass to play with 
Radio Birdman, because they were all my 
friends so when we formed a band I got
lumbered with the job of playing bass. After 
Birdman split the Hitmen were the first band 
to show their face publicly and we got a lot of 
Radio Birdman people coming along hoping 
there'd be a new Radio Birdman, and ob­
viously there wasn't, so they sort of, just 
cleared out. So we started getting about fifty 
people showing up to see us. There were very 
few people stayed who liked it. And since 
then it's been building up. We do two Radio 
Birdman songs now, one that Chris wrote and 
one that Deniz wrote, Non-Stop Girls. We 
haven't played it in Melbourne. I don't think 
it's a good idea, I don't think we should...
ELLY —You've been playing down the 
Radio Birdman connection yet recently 
you joined with members of The Visitors 
for what was effectively a reunion at 
Sydney's Stage Door Tavern. Why ?
CHRIS: We just got together because Deniz 
is leaving the country, in fact has left the 
country, and we thought we'd like to play 
together just one more time before we finally 
dispel the whole Birdman thing. In fact it 
wasn't a Birdman reunion. We called our­
selves the Comrades of War, but it stood to 
reason that all the songs we knew in common 
were Birdman songs so we did them with John 
and this other guy Mark Sisto singing. And it 
was just for our benefit mostly, something to 
do. It was just a party. Actually what it was 
was the Visitors last gig. Comrades of War 
was just us saying goodbye to each other and 
making a public spectacle of ourselves. 
ELLY: Pretty pessimistic name! Did 
you really have such a  terrible time as 
Birdman?!
CHRIS: It's not a pessimistic name. It's a 
good name, "comrades"...
ELLY: W hat happened with Radio  
Birdman?
CHRIS: It was just time for a change. The 
band was in fact a commercial entity, and 
everyone else had other things to do. It was 
time for the band to say goodbye to each 
other and stop functioning as a band, so we 
did. We could just shoot our mouths off about 
anything. There's nothing to shoot your 
mouth off about. We're not bitter or anything.
CATHY: Do you intend to stay on in one 
band or another indefinitely?
CHRIS: What, on the road?!
CATHY: Well, do you want to move to 
somewhere else in music or do you want 
to get out at some stage, have a family, 
work at the bank?
CHRIS: It all remains to be seen. Right now 
we're doing what we want to do and if anyone 
decides they don't want to do it anymore or 
can't stand the sight of the other members of 
the band, well, you know, it's going to 
happen, but it's not going to really affect the 
direction of anyone of us. We're all going to 
do what we want to do.
ELLY: You said before that you couldn't 
really do anything else.
CHRIS: I was being facetious.
WARWICK: I'm an animator. I should make 
up cartoon characters of us, do a film clip ... I 
didn't really plan to be an animator — I could 
always draw, ever since I was four or 
something. Music was like a hobby, and 
gradually it's taken over... I heard Heartful of 
Soul, by the Yardbirds — the guitar sound, I 
just wanted to play guitar like that.
ELLY: What do you think of film clips, 
and TV rock shows?
CHRIS: That's part of the industry. A band 
like us would be more of a live band, but a 
film clip used by the industry would be to sell 
the record, so they have to make something 
appealing visually and there's where art 
comes into it. Music really should be left 
alone and kept off TV. It's a product. Most of 
what you see on TV is a product. You have 
shows like Countdown where you have to see 
something visually. You can't just go on and 
play, because everything would look the 
same. Doing Countdown was interesting. We 
didn't know what to expect — we don't know 
anything about TV and it was new to us. The 
sets were quite good.
WARWICK: They went to some trouble. 
They're the professionals.
ELLY: Some major bands have a highly 
visual live act as well, almost theatrical. 
CHRIS: I think when you mix rock and roll 
and performing, it becomes cabaret. There's 
a very fine line. The performance of the band 
can really get off the wall when you start 
posing. Then it becomes boring.
CATHY: Do you want to play up your 
public image, to start role playing? 
CHRIS: No, we're just regular guys. 
WARWICK: W e've consciously^stayed 
quiet, just getting the music right. What do 
you think, Phil?
CHRIS: Phil wants to.
PHIL: Yeah, I've got sequin stilts 'n 
everything in the cupboard.
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From the first time i heard ide i*lying 
Lizards coming out of my radio, their strange 
sound has captivated me. I'm not referring to 
hypnotic bondage by tiny aviating saurians. 
This is the end of the seventies, where pop 
groups have exotically silly names and make 
exciting modem music.
That sound on the radio came from The 
Flying Lizards debut single — a version of an 
old favourite — Summertime Blues. Many 
recent retreads of golden oldies (the disco 
fringe takes most of the blame here) have 
been parodies of the original, relying 
on lavish production and beefy syndrum for 
effect. The Lizards take a different path. They 
stripped down Summertime Blues and threw 
out practically everything. Then it was 
reconstructed with innocent charm and 
topped with a vocal of intensity, vacancy and 
heart rending pathos. The Lizards achieved 
instant cult status, their sound was described 
as 'petulant minimalism' and the critics 
swooned, crying out 'reductio ad absurdam' 
— of course, it didn't become a hit.
Now The Flying Lizards have re-emerged 
with their second release; a version of the 
Berry Gordy tune Money, better known as a 
Beatles' hit. This track has also been 
dismantled and has undergone a very ef- 
, fective low budget rebuild. It sounds like a 
cross between - Sellers' version of A
Hard Day's Night and the quirky end of 
British new wave. This time The Flying 
Lizards are impertinently climbing the British 
charts.
THERE IS SUCH A THING AS A FREE 
LUNCH
David Cunningham is a Flying Lizard. He 
claims to have a special relationship with 
insects, he's dem onstrated a special 
relationship with pop music. It would be more 
accurate to say that David Cunningham is 
The Flying Lizards. This is because The 
Lizards aren't really a band. They never 
appear live and their only performance until 
now has been an appearance on the Top of 
the Pops television program. The Lizards are 
really the vehicle Cunningham uses to make 
pop records. Deborah provides the petulent 
half-spoken vocals, and on Money Julian 
Marshall played disturbed piano. David does 
the rest — from ideas to percussion and 
production. In fact he is more a producer 
than anything else. He's produced the recent 
album from Wayne County and The Electric 
Chairs and he's done production work for The 
Pop Group and This Heat.
Despite these modern pop credentials — 
arriving to interview him at the headquarters 
of Virgin Records in London, I stumbled in on 
Cunningham conducting an interview with 
Record Mirror magazine and mistook him tor 
some form of office executive. He wore a neat 
dark pinstripe suit and a narrow dark tie. 
Though he's only 24, his close cropped hair 
has an authority-lending touch of grey. This 
was the image David Cunningham was
presenting to the press — more in keeping 
with the large desk he was swivelling his 
chair behind than with the good humoured 
music of The Flying Lizards.
Fortunately the Record Mirror interview ran 
overtime and the promotional staff at Virgin 
felt compelled to host a meal at a nearby 
expensive restaurant to make up for the 
delay. 'While I discovered that there is such a 
thing as a _ free lunch, my fears at Cun­
ningham's intimidating image were greatly 
eased. It turned out that he'd dressed up 
especially for being interviewed. A relatively 
friendly person lurked within.
David Cunningham is a product of ■ A rt. 
College,. He did a course in film video and 
sound...'just sound really.' 'While still at 
college.he made an album of experimental, 
systems music Grey Scale and released it on 
his own 'Piano' label. His interest in ex-
GAN LIZARDS FLY?
Damien Ledwich scans the skies over London
perimental music continues and the groups 
he likes and works with occupy an avant 
garde and arty position which seems far from 
the niche the Lizards occupy in the pop 
market. I suggested a parallel with the 
diversity of Brian Eno's career and he 
revealed that Eno had done some teaching 
work at the college.
A GROUP THAT MAKES RECORDS 
FROM A BASIS OF INCOMPETENCE
Of more direct relevance to the music of The 
Flying Lizards, David has also been in­
fluenced by new wave. He liked the un­
predictability of the early performances at 
The Roxy where chaos, mistakes and disaster 
were an important part of the sound. He 
enjoyed the variety and originality of the 
musical approaches.
During lunch three members of The 
Members, current punk favourites, ap­
proached the restaurant we .were in. Cun­
ningham said he hoped they wouldn't come in 
to eat there. I probed this antipathy to his 
label mates — he confessed he found them, 
and many other purveyors of the punk sound, 
to .be fake punks. They played safe with a 
radical chic stance, copied the sounds of 
early punk bands and made annoying at­
tempts at commercial white reggae. Cun­
ningham put forward Money B  (geddit?) the 
dub version of Money on the current 'B' side
as a better approach to playing black music. 
He also claimed that The Flying Lizards were 
a lot closer to the ideals of the original punks,* 
and in a lot of ways he's right.
Cunningham isn't a musician and, as with 
some of the best of the early punk music, 
incompetence plays a greater part than 
virtuosity in making The Flying Lizards 
music. In fact his definition of The Lizards is a 
'group that makes records from a basis of 
incompetence with some attempt at style 
without any preconceptions about the 
recording process and the sound.'
The individual sound which can occur 
through amateurishness is epitomised by The 
Flying Lizards' vocals. Cunningham wanted 
to do Summertime Blues like an Ike and Tina 
Turner song with a Phil Spector big sound 
treatment '... a real screaming one with a 
huge riff on it, but I just didn't have the 
musicians or the competence.' Deborah 
couldn't sing very well and/or like Tina 
Turner. She wanted to do it like Joni Mitchell 
but that didn't work either , so David got her to 
'sort of talk it' with winningly expressive 
results.
This puts The Lizards right in post-punk do-it- 
yourself recording boom, with the advantages 
of control over the group's sound and an 
immediacy in its presentation.
Cunningham's latest venture in his ex­
perimental guise is the release of a new single 
on the Piano label — The Insects by Tony 
Sinden. David produced the record — a 
doomy instrumental piece with eerie backing 
vocals provided by a massed choir of cicada 
beetles. :
Cunningham likes working with famale 
vocalists. ■ His ambition as a producer is to 
work with 'somebody incredibly well known’ 
like Judy Collins...' This interest and a self- 
defined 'long history of wet-left politics' have 
led The Flying Lizards to become one of the 
first bands to support the fledgling Rock 
against Sexism campaign. Cunningham 
confesses a pessimism about its chances for 
success in a socially backward Britain.
Back at 'Virgin Records being interviewed in 
his trim dark suit swivelling behind the big “ 
press office desk, Cunningham perks up to 
extoll a chameleon existence. 'What I believe . 
in is being adaptable.'
I THINK I HAVE SOME KIND OF 
RELATIONSHIP GOING WITH INSECTS
Perhaps the best part of The Flying Lizards' 
approach is their loy '̂ budget producion 
method — each of the singles they've 
released being taped on a second hand 4 
track tape recorder in kitchens and lounge 
rooms and costing less than ̂ 6 to record. This 
included the recording tape and bus and 
underground fares of the group members.
How did you start off to end up in The 
Flying Lizards?
It started before art college. When I was just a 
kid I had a tape recorder. One of the first 
things I ever did was get a box I could put a 
microphone under. I'd get a fly or wasp or 
something — wasps are best 'cos they buzz 
around and make most noise, blies tend to 
play dead... and put it in the box. I did a lot of 
recording and I got this tape with lots of 
buzzing on it. That was all I could do 'cos I 
had a very minimal tape recorder. It's come 
full circle now, doing Tony Sinden's record 
with the cicada beetles. I think I,have some 
kind of relationship going with insects. 
When did you venture into music?
That was music. Just mucking about with the 
tape recorder destroyed a lot of my 
preconceptions about what was music, or 
what was a good tune. I know a good tune 
when I hear one but music doesn't have to be 
a good tune.
What led you from your experimental 
music to pop work like Summertime 
B lu es?
I've said this ' before but not in 
Australia: one's intellectual jokes and the 
other's pop jokes... populist jokes. A lot of 
systems music is humourous in its way. They 
are very weird jokes and The Lizards' was in a 
way; some of that attitude applied to popular 
music. But simply, I did it 'cos I like doing it. 
How does your experimental music 
background affect your pop sound? 
r  pay great attention to the detail of the 
recording of the sound 'cos recording is all I 
do. I don't do gigs so I'm much more in­
terested in the recording process. It's very 
unnatural. It's playing with time. It's time 
based, you can't do it any other way. 'When I 
think back to the sort of records that I used to 
like, amongst which are things like On 
Broadway by the Crystals, Houndog and 
Heartbreak Hotel by Elvis and River Deep, 
Mountain High ; all those records employ 
echo and time-delay and that kind of thing in 
a very innovative fashion. They're part of the 
sound of the record. The record is a record as 
opposed to a recording. It's not just logging 
something. It's actually making something of 
it, distorting it.
MONEY HAS FOUND ITS CONTEXT IN 
THE CHARTS
David Cunningham a.k.a. The Flying Lizard pic:*Damien Ledwich
Why is M on ey  proving popular?
Because people know the song in the first 
place. That's an incredibly valuable thing. I 
did an oldie that everyone can put their 
finger on but they all sort of know it. That's
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true of both the singles. It wasn't planned with 
Summertime Blues', it was slightly planned 
with Money but there were other songs I 
could have done. There's a lot of cover 
versions about at the moment, especially with 
disco where you can take a really old 
song...an R&B song...and do a cover...and 
because everyone knows the song you can 
have some kind of hit with it.
How did you iorm the Flying Lizards? 
Oh, they were all me to start with. I did the 
backing track. Theothers went on after I'd 
finished. They just did the voices...on 
Summertime Blues anyway. On Money I 
needed someone to play the piano, who could 
play the piano, 'cos I had the sheet music. On 
Summertime Blues I built up the percussion 
backing track and put on the guitar part. I 
had to have a guitar lesson to do that. It's 
three chords but I didn't know any chords at 
all. I used an open tuning on the guitar so I 
could do it by laying one finger across the 
neck.
pic: Damien Ledwich
The problem is people like record company 
people and the usual sycophants who hang 
around coming up to you and saying how 
good you are. If you get 20 people coming up 
to you and saying how good you are, you're 
bound to end up with a swollen head... you 
end up having to keep control of yourself. It 
involves a bit of self discipline, otherwise you 
can be very self indulgent and sloppy.' 
Self indulgence is a real danger for the 
Lizards, lying just over the brink that their 
humour totters on. To Virgin Records they 
seem to be just another eccentric project, 
eguivalent to Adrian Munsey, who does 
sheep impersonations to string or disco 
backings and was signed to Virgin just after 
the Lizards. Because they don't do gigs, they 
lack exposure of their material to an audience 
to gauge reaction. This means that the 
Lizards rely totally on the self-discipline of 
Cunningham.
'The Flying Lizards isn't a band, it's an at­
titude... it makes records for the sake of 
making records.'
How did you react to the success of
Money?
I'm not worried about it at all. I suppose I'm 
pleased about it. But only because now I 
know I won't have to worry about money for a 
couple of years. I was in a position of trying to 
live on ^15 a week. I'm still homeless and 
things could have been difficult if this record 
hadn't done at least as well as Summertime 
Blues did.
MAKING RECORDS FOR THE SAKE OF 
MAKING RECORDS
Hopefully that attitude will avoid the self 
indulgence which has struck down so many 
others who have ventured into the artified 
world of the experimental music avant guard. 
The Flying Lizards plan for the future calls for 
another single and then an album. To avoid 
type-casting as a cover-version band, the 
single will be a new song, and the album will 
probably include only once cover-version. It 
will however feature on one side of the L.P., 
dub versions of some tracks on the other side. 
If the dub version of money is anything to go 
by this will be an interesting venture, as the 
already spartan Lizards material undergoes 
further bizarre disintegration.
Julian Marshal is a Flying Lizard. He was the 
piano player on Money and had been sitting 
in ori the interview so far. While I prepared 
guestions for a taped radio interview he 
interviewed David Cunningham, Lizard to 
Lizard.
Did you think Money was going to enter 
the charts? Did you think it was going to 
be a  hit?
I thought it would get to seventy something 
'cos I knew they were going to plug it on the 
radio whereas they plugged it in the press last 
time. But I didn't even wish to think about 
going any higher. Obviously I don't mind it 
going a lot higher but if I get into thinking it's 
going to get into the charts and it's going to 
be in the top 50 and the top 20 and wow it's 
no. 1 ... then I would get to be such a horrible 
person to be with that you couldn't sit there 
doing this interview. I'd just stand on you or 
something.
David you are standing on me. Get off 
my stomach.
However, the real test for the Lizards' future 
will be how they handle original pop 
material. Their success so far has relied on 
the humour of manipulation. Familiar songs 
have been dramatically distorted and they 
produce a strong response. With unfamiliar 
material, the Lizards will be relying on the 
inherent interest of their musical treatments 
— David Cunningham is confident. I'm 
hopeful.
David Cunningham speaks with a trace of the 
pleasant accept which betrays Northern Irish 
origins. He is suprisingly lucid and articulate 
but during the interview he was also very 
subdued. As he puts it, 'I'm very pale and 
washed out and physically worn out.' Due to a' 
busy schedule of production work.
'I'll have to get more Lizards stuff done 'cos 
they'll want a follow up, being what they are 
— but it's guite genuinely time for a holiday.' 
Bon voyage.
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^ S '  uentoibutions bring , ~ V  ;? ro  S S v  
a sS tts  of the tecord. Songs hke »  To 
7 e s ^ — is this gospel music? Good news tor 
t?e modem man? Then theres Egypt, ^  
song,
m e/In your desert a
your sand/Your interestog 
cute little acknowledgement to Elvis Li 
E ^ t  in the intro and then the mocdy o rg ^  
W  Andrew with a whiff of a foreign wmd  ̂
Asliahl change of theme for Reg and we 
have cSin I  Come Home?, the hardest 
track on hie album, bass and guitar f^ht up 
S p u s L g  t h e  band hard. The meWy
Hall of Fame written all over it. It s as classic 
a<? Sweet Jane or Louie Louie.
The real romance is left to Martin ^^a^^ 
ottarts with Spanish Gardener, the tunlaest 
track on the album, which f  
the enviable talents of
bass and W a y n e  DeLisle telnnd *^^
Fbssible Theme For A
Series speculates on the ^  L  for
saking the ups and downs of the 
the greener pastures of Crawfoid P^odu 
tions- AH you TV producers looking for a 
. / ,j____ /u.r.r.a'a nnc that's aonna make
es. The Monkeeŝ
filtered through nonchalant approach and their ability to 
ai^inctive ̂ rspertive. Both Martin xnaintain a sense of humour in a remarkably 
^  Moi^assa have highly per- sanctimonious business.
O'Ibherty 'We've never been into playing really well, ^xuaucer Uameron A]Un "R iL  ®
^  g u ita ^  ^  switched to..: our.instruments for H ips... was hi«» firbf Although The
‘“ "d  except Peter were at Art ^ a  f e ^ S ^ e p r f e  me with my - f e S ,
3fore Mental As Anything turned (I p la W  harmcmoa originally) but ' ®  accomplished c o r ^ T
tions' ll you  1  prouu<^^i^
i S " T " ~ S I £ s *
® i^oond and flJnk 'I could do S '  d S ly  avoids the kind of o n e -W s
I probably couldn't.' 'Quite ' that pale after a half-dozen listenings, ^ e n
°  f t o ^ e s t  way a g a i^ te  music which is '3 ^ i  “
and simplest way is usuallv itselLaMitty enough to sustain interest as it s
s u s u a J h ^  unfold. As the year c^aws
become to a close I would say that M entd  A s Anthm gGef We# will rank with the best this year.
' ^ e  S s  futum l»k s ® l - r ‘ 
the r d ^ s e  of their records on Virgin m 
England^d Atlantic in ^ e  ^ate^ ^  a
piojectedpverseas tour nex  ̂^ ® ^ .d ^ u SicS  
way from two hundr^ p ^ l e  in fh e  Umcom 
, vT_... v,x,.v anrl Tcndon but M
jesr.
contributLg^Ijftfrial^h • writers ail
?S% Original S S a l  î ^̂ ^
was recorded
P « rfu irM ,.,  l  
ay fro  t o nunor^ ~
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Ry Cooder
On .the eve of his Australian tour, legendary 
guitarist Ry Cooder spoke to Glenn A. Baker 
from the basement of his Los Angeles home; 
about the tour and his new R&B-slanted 
album B op Till You D rop.
How did the performing liason with 
David Lindley come about?
Well David played on all of the new album 
B op Till You D rop and his addition to the 
band worked really well bcause it spread out 
the guitar work. We could both blend more 
and expand more.
We were just sitting around at rehearsal one 
day, waiting for the band to show up, playing 
off against each other. One of us said 'hey 
that's good, let's try this, hey let's try this....' 
and so it went. We kept fooling around and in 
the end it sounded like something totally 
different; sort of unigue and self-contained. 
We worked on it for a while and it really, 
really sounded good — I'm telling you. ^  
good in fact, that we decided to tour it to 
Australia.
Why Australia?
My last experience in Australia was so 
g o ^  that I felt confident that it will be a 
receptive place for us to play; like, I have no 
doubts that people are gonna like it. You see 
we're not gonna get on stage and say 'Wow, 
what're we doing here...let's see what 
happens;' I know it's great and I would never 
go anywhere with a show unless I thought it 
was very strong.
So anyway we figured that because Australia 
is so supportive of us both — cause David's 
been down there with Jackson Browne before 
— that it's a logical place to go first.
What sort of a  stage repertoire can  
Australian audiences expect?
We know that concert audiences are used to 
hearing a full, fairly-complex sound, so we 
can't show up and sing folk songs to them. 
This won't be two seperate acts, this is a real 
honest-to-God duet; we've come up with a 
very interesting duet sound.
We've rearranged a lot of our old songs that 
the people should be familiar with and there's 
a lot of tunes off the new album as well. With 
just the two of us, it will all sound real dif­
ferent to what the people are gonna expect. 
David's gonna play some electric and some 
slide and I'm gonna play a whole lot of dif­
ferent things. We have some really incredible 
slide duets worked out, you won't believe it. 
For two guys, we create a lot of noise!
What happens after the Australian tour? 
Well we're probably gonna call in on Gabby 
Pahinui and Atta Isaacs in Hawaii. I go there 
a lot, cause we always get together and play; 
and they really are Hawaii's greatest 
traditional musicians.
Then we're gonna do the duet thing in the 
United States. Y'know it's just so much fun to
do, just so enjoyable.
I'm really looking forward to Australia cause 
it was so hot down there last time and that was 
■just me — this time it will be twice as good. 
Are we likely to see you return sometime 
with your band?
Yea, you bet! Like I've been working with Jim 
Keltner for more than 10 years and we have 
an incredible communication. Y'see drums is 
where my chief rhythm interest lies and if I 
have an arrangement idea I lay it on Jim. If it 
sounds good after he's finished with it, I 
consider it's worth recording.
Tim Drummond is really great too; the first 
bass player I've met who's really un- 
«complicated. He was with James Brown and 
he really understands music.
Just recently we've added an organ player 
and percussionist and before I leave for 
Australia we're gonna play a big anti-nuclear 
concert in New York. I'd love to bring them 
to Australia but it's so expensive to keep a full 
band on the road, mostly I just can't afford it. 
Maybe next year.
Your recording of Pomus & Schumans 
Little Sister is rather interesting.
I've wanted to do that song for years. I've 
dragged it out in the studio more times than I 
can remember but it never really worked 
before this. I think David made the dif­
ference. I'm real pleased with the way it came 
out... finally.
In the past you've explored Tex-Mex, 
Dustbowl B allad s, lazz and other 
musical idioms on your albums. Bop Till 
You Drop seems to be heavily R&B 
orientated, is this an intentional con­
cept?
Yea, when I think about making records I try 
to come up with complete idioms & formats — 
sounds that work well together. Tex-Mex 
worked well but it was really hard to do. This 
one was easy. I've been playing my two Strats 
all my life, I love to record with them.
Are you planning to record with Gabby & 
Atta again?
Recording for them is a drag. They've been 
burned so often by some smoothie with money 
paying them $50 to record and then selling 
the stuff to tourists for a furtune. When I did 
C hicken  Skin M usic I paid a ton of bread to 
them cause I think the best way to show 
appreciation to a musician is to pay them 
well. Now I think they trust me not to release 
anything that isn't good.
The idea of being on a Warner Bros, album is 
no big deal to them but you never know 
what's gonna happen nowdays, with such 
good portable recorders available. Like, if 
Cere's a party goin' on and I record it and it 
sounds good, then they don't care too much if 
it get's released.
pic: John Altree Williams
JOURNEY: W ELCOM E TO THE MACHINE
'HELLO, can I speak to Donald Robertson 
please.'
'You're speaking to him.'
'Hi, this is Greg Rolle calling from 
California.'
Now why would someone call you from 
California? Especially someone you've never 
met or spoken to before? Well, in the present 
day monster that the rock scene has become, 
calls from California are just part of the oil 
that keeps the whole machine functioning. 
You see, Greg Rolle is the keyboard player 
with Journey, one of those little known 
American mega-platinum combos who get 
their piccie on the front page of Billboard and 
Cashbox whenever their latest platter clocks 
up another billion units. But, vast as it is even 
the land of the free and home of the brave has 
its limits and sooner or later even the most 
platinum of bands sets its sights on the rest of 
' this global village where even the editor of an 
obscure Australian rock monthly can be 
reached by the tentacles of the rock octopus.
I am in the machine and sometimes . it 
frightens me.
All this talk of the machine was brought o u t' 
by a study of Jo'umey's latest record. 
E volution . On the inside sleeve there is a 
looooong list of all the people that the band 
would like to thank for putting them where 
they are today. Thanks go to the people of 
San Francisco (where Journey are based and 
where they return for the three months of the 
year that they aren't touring), and the world 
in general, C .B .S. Records, their manager 
Herbie Herbert, their road crew (all ten of 
them) and their office staff (who number five). 
Bill Graham (the top West Coast promoter), 
Frank Barsalona of Premier Talent (the top 
East Coast agency — funny coincidence that
one) Peavey Electronics who make their 
amps, the album-orientated FM stations 
across the States and numerous other people, 
who if I mentioned them all would take up the 
rest of this page.
The extent of the dedications is rare and 
couched as it is in California-speak (example 
— 'Michael Dilbeck never lets up on our 
case. Such a man is rare and we cherish his 
friendship'), slightly distasteful.
Whose idea was it to credit absolutely 
everybody on the album cover?
'Ch, that was our road manager, Pat 
Morrow. We are all very aware that we, the 
band, wouldn't be able to function without all 
those other people. And by the same token 
they wouldn't be doin' what they're doin' if it 
wasn't for us. It's a kinda symbiotic 
relationship ya know?!'
Er, yes. But don't you think that the rock 
business has gotten a little out of hand when it 
takes virtually a small army to put a musical 
group on the road?
'Yeah, maybe, but we wanna put on the best 
show we can y'know? I mean we don't go 
crazy with flash bombs or dry ice or any of 
that. We just make sure that the lights and 
sound is the best. We are just taking care of 
business.'
Perhaps at this point I should explain a bit 
about Journey and particularly Greg Rolle. 
Rolle played keyboards in the first in­
carnation of Santana and was on the first four 
albums made under that name (Santana, 
C aravan serai). He split with Carlos after 
Santana got into his religious thing with Sri 
Chinmoy and formed Journey with fellow 
Santana deportee Neal Schon (guitar). Also 
present in that first line-up was musical 
traveller extraordinaire Aynsle'y Dunbar
(John Mayall, Frank Zappa, David Bowie, 
e tc ., ad infinitum). Dunbar has since left. The 
band debuted at San Francisco's Winterland 
on New Year's eve 1973 and since that time 
have released five albums, the latest being 
the aforementioned E volu tion .
As someone who was there when the first 
bloom of Flower Power and it's music made 
San Francisco, the music capital of the world 
how does Rolle feel about the anti- 
materialistic and anti-commercial stance that 
seemed such a part of that whole San 
Francisco scene?
'Well, there are no days like the old days 
y'know? I mean you might have been living 
on 5 dollars a day but it was great just to be 
able to play. I still think it is. I'm proud of the 
music I make and I don't think I've had to 
make any great compromises in my career, 
except with the other musicians in the band, 
y'know? But the rock business is a tough 
business — I think it's a lot rougher than it 
was back in those days. It's really the survival 
of the fittest now.'
Do you miss the freedom you had then? I 
mean touring eight or nine months of the 
year, recording, doing interviews like this 
must be a strain at times.
'Do I miss my freedom? Well yeah. I'd like to 
spend more time at home with my loved ones. 
I've got a great house here in Marin County 
that I don't see an awful lot of. But there's a lot 
to be said for the road y'know. It's great to be 
able to go round the world and do what you 
want to do. And I have the freedom to be able 
to do what I want musically. I'm glad I've got 
the chanc^ to put into practice what I feel and 
communicate that with a lot of other people. It 
makes me feel good.'
Do you think it's enough to entertain people
or do you try to make them think as well?
'Well we like to try to expand people's 
awareness y'know? That's something special, 
you can't buy that.'
Greg tells me that Journey's manager 
Herbie Herbert is the man who virtually got 
the band together.
'Herbie was road manager with Santana 
right? So he came off the back of a truck, he 
knows all about that side of it. He's the sort of 
guy who never gives less than one hundred 
per cent. He sinks his teeth in and he doesn't 
let go. He DELIVERS man! And that's a great 
inspiration y'know?
'But you ask any of the bands who have 
supported us or any member of the media 
who has ever come backstage to talk to us, 
and they'll tell you — we take care of them. 
There's no bullshit, no star trips in this band.'
The Journey schedule for the next year is 
just about worked out. They will be starting to 
record their next album on November 5th and 
plan to take about two months doing it. It is 
scheduled for release in February and in 
March they'll be touring Europe, Australia 
and Japan, then back to the States for a bit of 
a rest and then a full American summer tour. 
When a unit is that organised you KNOW that 
it's going to be almost impossible for it not to 
succeed. Journey are a popular band, they 
sell records and will continue to sell records 
because musical considerations aside, they 
are locked in tight to the structure of the 
industry. Their music is nothing new, it's 
certainly not modem, but they've got their 
teeth sunk in and they ain't about to let go. 
You can ignore them but they ain't going to
go away.
They are in the machine.
— Donald Robertson.
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by Adrian Ryan.
For rock'n'roll' the 70s has been the decade 
of specialisation. Listening to any anthology 
of the great sixties bands (or the more 
creative fifties pop-rockers like Buddy Holly 
or Eddie Cochrane) one is immediately struck 
by the range they allowed themselves and the 
absence of musical limitations placed on them 
by consumers and record companies. All of 
them,_ of course, flourished before the coming 
of rock critics.
When rock became both mass music and 
'art' simultaneously, restriction of vision 
became compulsory. Today, musicians are 
paid by society to be punks, disco artisans, or 
electronic innovators; consumer hostility and 
critical nervousness is the result if they 
'progress' outside strict limits.
These attitudes are projected into the past - 
thus the Who are seen as Primal Punks, the 
Stones as masters of white raunch, when even 
a superficial listening to their music reveals 
that such categories fit very uneasily. There 
have been stalwart examples in this decade of 
artists who have refused to place boundaries 
on their progress; John Fogerty, The Jam and 
Costello come to mind, all of them unafraid to 
draw on the past as well as making music that 
connects directly with their own culture.
The Yardbirds stand with the Beatles and the 
Stones as the most restlessly inventive of those 
sixties artists who worked in a variety of 
modes. Like them they started from primitive 
beginnings and in a few short years 
conquered whole fields of rock'n'roll ex­
pression before changing times closed the 
gates before them. Their influence has been 
largely subliminal (they lacked the per­
sonality their rivals had in excess) but their 
story is worth examination.
In 1964, there wasn't much to distinguish the 
Yardbirds from any other band sweating the 
night away in London's rhythm and blues 
clubs; like the Kinks and the Stones they were 
serving up rough edged versions of Chuck 
Berry, Slim Harpo and John Lee Hooker 
standards and as many Bo Diddley songs as 
'the audience would stand. The only in­
dications of the greatness to come were a 
liking for jamming loud and long and the 
presence of a mod-suited Eric Clapton in 
their line up; with only a couple of years of 
serious guitar-playing behind him he was 
already amazing his contemporaries with his 
speed and an empathy for the blues that was a 
result of patient study of the masters' 
techniques.
Signing to EMI brought an inevitable clash 
between the desire for chart success and 
blues purism. The compromise of their first 
single Good Morning Little Schoolgirl (a pop 
rewrite of a blues standard) failed when the 
BBC deemed it too salacious for airplay. The 
forgettably inoffensive A Certain Girl was 
more successful, and as yet principles weren't 
totally abandoned; the flipside, I  AJn't Got 
You, was the most potent piece of British R 
and B yet toreach vinyl.
Fortunately for posterity, the Yardbirds'
label also gave them the chance to record 
their live fire at length. The result was Five 
Live Yardbirds, recorded at the Marquee in 
late '64 and one of rock's primal albums; 
forty-five minutes of Anglo R and B played 
with a raunch that enabled the music to 
survive primitive recording and a speeded- 
up master tape. From the ringing opening of 
Too Much Monkey Business (perhaps the 
finest-ever cover of a Chuck Berry song) to 
the chaotic train effects of the closing track. 
Here 'Tis, Clapton's stinging guitar leads 
Keith Relf's voice and harp and foot-to-the- 
floor rhythm section through a set that is a 
definition of live energy, with amphetamined 
audience enthusiasm driving the band over 
the few flat moments.
Having displayed their ethnic credentials to 
unanswerable effect, the band were naturally 
anxious for teen -hero  status. Clapton 
demurred somewhat at these ambitions, but 
his choice of an Otis Redding song for the 
next single was overidden in favour of 
Graham Gouldman's For Your Love, which 
did what was required by topping charts 
around the world. The harpsichord 
arrangement was a long way from the 
Chicago blues, but was ataste of the 
brilliance the band were to apply to an un­
broken three-year succession of hit singles.
Clapton departed just as the band hit 
number one; his replacement was a skinny 
boy wonder not in the least afflicted by blues 
purism. Together Jeff Beck and the Yardbirds 
were about to embark in a golden age in both 
their careers.
The first hit of the new regime was Heart Full 
Of Soul, with Beck's memorable fuzz-toned 
riff in place of the originally intended sitar 
arrangement; the band sensibly utilised 
Graham Gouldman's writing talents yet again 
iorEvil Hearted You, a single lit up by Beck's 
searing slide guitar. The B-side, Still I'm Sad, 
was another indication of the band's ex­
panding vision, an imitation Gregorian-chant 
that was a concise foretaste of art-rock's 
future.
In 1965, the band toured America and like 
the Stones took the chance to record in the 
studios where their blues and rockabilly idols 
had played. The brilliant tracks released from 
their sessions at Memphis Sun Studios and 
Chess in Chicago stand comparison to the 
best of white rock's confrontations with R and 
B, with Beck's guitar wreaking mayhen on Bo 
Diddley's I'm A Man and Mose Allison's I'm 
Not Talking. On / Ain't Done Wrong he 
hotrodded Elmore James to similar effect in a 
refreshing departure from the usual bleached 
British reverence for the blues. But it was the 
band's steamhammer treatment of the ancient 
Train Kept A Rolling (released only in the 
US) that made them the idols of every 
American guitarist practising in his father's 
garage. From Relf's train-whistle harp in­
troduction through to Beck's flaring solo, 
Train was right to the last detail, a record that 
IS everything rock'n'roll in motion should be.
Beck's talents were the foundation of the 
next single. Shapes Of Things, written by
bassist Paul Samwell-Smith and drummer Jim 
McCarty. Another bona-fide sixties classic, 
its multi-tracked distorted guitar lines were a 
foretaste of Hendrix and also of the band's 
first studio album, released in 1966.
The Yardbirds is one of the most cohesive of 
mid-sixties albums, worthy of comparison to 
Revolver and Aftermath if only for the sheer 
inventiveness and verve of the playing it 
contains.
Again it was Beck's guitar, supported by a 
sparkling rhythm section, that provided the 
immediate fireworks. Jeff's Boogie is 'an  
exhibitionist two-minute history of electric 
guitar. The Nazz Are Blue is an exuberant 
piece of blooze excess and on Lost Women he 
plays a unique solo of layered feedback 
building ominously behind Relf's fluent 
harmonica.
The album wasn't a mere showcase for 
Beck's flash; it included Over Under 
Sideways Down, the galloping mod protest 
song that was the band's fifth British hit, while 
Hot House Of Omargarishid's Afro- 
percussion kept in the running with the 
Beatles for the title of pop's leading eclectics.
Paul Samwell-Smith left after The Yardbirds 
album; he'd been a major writing and 
production force in the band, and they 
tended to lose direction after his departure. 
Replacing him on bass was top session-man 
and master of stun-gun guitar, Jimmy Page. 
Shortly afterwards rhythm guitarist Chris 
Dreja switched places with him and the 
Yardbirds became briefly the world's hottest 
guitar band. The Page-Beck lineup was 
immortalised on film in a memorable 
sequence in Antonioni's RJovv-L^, but a mere 
three tracks survive on vinyl from this period. 
Stroll On, irom Blow Up's soundrack, is a 
scorching reworking of Train Kept A Rolling, 
and Happenings Ten Years Time Ago/Psycho 
Daisies was one of the last great singles of a , 
hothouse era of British pop. Happenings, too 
intense for wide radio play, charges along on 
a dark 12-string guitar riff before Page's 
imitation of a police solo introduces an ar­
chetypal fractured Beck solo.
Beck departed the band soon afterwards, 
and his leaving coincided with a crisis of 
direction of a kind that afflicted nearly all the 
Yardbirds' British beat contemporaries as the 
album replaced the single as rock's main 
marketing device. For a while they carried on 
as if nothing had changed; a piece of custom- 
made driving pop. Little Games kept their 
name in the charts, and its flipside Puzzles 
was a high point of Page's flowering as a 
creative guitarist.
By 1968, however, the band's eclecticism 
was beginning to look like mere waywardness 
and they were unable to muster their 
resources consistently. The Little Games 
album was a collection of half-baked boogies 
and uninspiring pop tunes that contained one 
magnificent track; Page's White Summer, a 
shimmering guitar exercise that he continued 
to play with Zeppelin in their early days.
By this time the band was in the grip of 
master pop fabricator Mickie Most (who was 
simultaneously misdirecting Beck's solo
efforts) and their career was petering out in a 
string of singles aimed at the American 
market. Only the last of them is worthy of 
note; Goodnight Sweet Josephine/Think 
About It was a slice of bright psychedelic pop 
coupled with a heavy-metal monster that 
featured bass/drum/guitar tactics identical to 
the kind with which Led Zeppelin were to 
make their millions.
The Yardbirds were by now a well-honed 
quartet well capable of matching Hendrix, 
Cream or the Jeff Beck Group for sheer 
firepower. (It was tr^  line up which toured 
Australia in 1968). "me band was recorded 
live in late '67 in New York, but the album's 
late symptomised the confusion which 
dogged their career; ineptly taped, it was the 
victim of an injunction from Jimmy Page and 
can only be bought in bootleg form. Terminal 
road weariness was taking its toll and only.. 
Page saw a future for the band. They played 
their last gig- in mid '68, with Jimmy Page's 
subsequent rise to become one of the world's 
richer musicians having its sad counterpoint 
in the series of false starts that dogged Keith 
Relf's career until his death a couple of years 
ago.
With the possible exception of Happenings, 
the Yardbirds never produced a pop song as 
brilliantly expressive as Satisfaction or the 
Small Faces ~A11 Or Nothing; their style 
evolved from their playing rather than vice 
versa, but their influence was all the more 
pervasive for that reason. Apart from mid­
sixties punk clones of the band like the Count 
Five (Psychotic Reaction), American e c ­
centrics of such varied natures as Hendrix, 
Alic Cooper, Duane Allman, Todd Rundgren 
and Joe Walsh have all acknowledged the 
band'a primal influence.
Flashes of the Yardbirds show up often 
' enough in the best new music (Bruce 
Springsteen stealing//earfAu/7 Of S o u l 's riff, 
Joe Jackson's copping of Keith Relf's vocal 
and harp styles) to show that they haven't 
been forgotten. The fact that Blue Oyster Cult 
and Aerosmith use Yardbirds songs for 
encores shouldn't be held against the band, 
and to say that they opened the way for much 
heavy metal and art-rock excess is to both 
overstate their influence and ignore the tight 
rein they kept on their own music. The 
Yardbirds pushed back the limits of pop but 
never mislaid their rock'n'roll hearts; they left 
us some great radio songs and a spirit of 
adventure that's as relevant as it ever was, 
and for that they should be remembered.
RECOMMENDED LISTENING: The Yard­
birds have been  badly served by 
reissues.Most widely available compilation is 
Remember on EMI, which is a useful selection 
of early tracks. Great Hits Vols. I and.2 (US 
Epic) cover the same ground with slightly 
more scope; The Yardbirds is available on 
English import, while Five Live Yardbirds 
tracks are available on various cheapo im­
ports. From there on it's hard and expensive 
searching, particularly for Page era material, 
with much of it available only on bootleg.
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MUSICAL HIRE SERVICE
PTY. LTD.
HIRE, SALES, REPAIRS
One of the largest Hire Services for Amplifiers, 
P.A.’s, Micro^ones, Guitars, Drums, Electric 
Pianos, Echo-Units.
Sales of Fender, Gibson, Ibanez Guitars 
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Peavey Amps.
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RANGE OF T/SHIRTS & JACKETS  
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TERMS & CONDITIONS AVAILABLE 
AGENTS FOR OVEREEM 
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OTHER BRANDS AVAILABLE 
FREE INFORMATION & QUOTES
After Hours
263 3773 or 47 5352 or 46 2338
231 WAYMOUTH ST., ADELAIDE
DOWNTOWN 
RECORDS PTY. LTD.
☆ ONE OF ADELAIDE'S LARGEST 
SELECTIONS OF DISCOUNTED 
RECORDS & CASSETTES
☆  ALL THE LATEST TOP 40 SINGLES, 
ALBUMS & CASSETTES.
•  ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL GIFT 
VOUCHERS FOR BIRTHDAY, 
CHRISTMAS & ANNIVERSARY 
PRESENTS etc.
2 CENTRAL LOCATIONS 
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
PHONE 223 1974
61 FLINDERS ST., ADELAIDE
or 223 7162
169 RUNDLE ST., ADELAIDE 
[IN NEW CAR PARK COMPLEX]
AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST 
ARRAY OF SMOKING 
PARAPHERNALIA IS AT:
DEALER 
ENQUIRIES (08) 51 2057
u m b / e l l o  
m u / i c
The BANTAM’S CAGE presents 
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DANGER DANCER
Danger Dancer live up to their name. Their 
music is hard, fast and highly danceable, 
with strong melodies and finely constructed 
sound; one of the best new bands to rise out of 
the scrap heap of new wave. They have just 
recently completed a fortnights tour of 
Brisbane where one of the members fell off
stage at a Jo Jo Zep support and had to have 
eieht stitches in his arm. They went down 
well in more ways than one. They will be 
touring the Sydney circuit (Civic, Frenches 
etc.) in early CHober. They have been 
gigging about Melbourne since June, mostly 
at the smaller traps. I caught them twice
recently. O nce at Kingston Rock doing the 
early shift where they motivated a few office 
workers and hard core rockers to jump up 
and down. And once at The Pacific Hotel in 
Lome (120k's south of Melbourne) where 
their first number was greeted with 'We Want 
Elvis'. But even that audience, Lome had 
beaten Colac at the football that day, 
eventually came around, doing their utmost 
to dance the alcohol out of their sodden 
brains.
The band consists of Richard Ward 
(vocal/guitar), R ichard  Zatorski (syn- 
thesiser/violin), previously of Windowview, 
Cam Laird (drums) and Michael Wilson 
(bass/synthesiser), previously of Afterdark. 
They also number Paul K (for short) as the 
fifth member of the band. Although he does 
not perform he is inextricably bound up with 
both the practical and creative aspect of the 
band. Amongst other things Paul managed 
Genesis for the first three years of their 
existence. Danger Dancer are managed by 
Kez Hood who also manages The Aliens and 
has had a lot to do with the creation of their 
image. It is partly her influence which is 
transforming Danger Dancer from a group of 
introverted musicians who would rather play 
and forget the rest to a stylish and visually 
effective stage act.
The band all come from professional 
backgrounds and number amongst their 
ranks a teacher, an accountant, an op­
tometrist and a classical violinist. An unlikely 
bunch of highly accomplished musicians 
they squeeze the most out of $60,000 worth of 
electronic gadgetry. Most of their material is 
original although they do wonderful versions 
of Fiction  R om an ce by the Buzzcocks and 
M aximum A cceleration  by Ultra vox. Richard 
Ward at present writes all the lyrics, most of 
which are of a personal nature. A recent song 
S laves o f F ashion  ('Got no resistance/to 
financial assistance') is their greatest foray 
into social commentary — hopefully more 
will follow. Other songs to take note of are 
A n other Station A n other Town and Mix Me A  
P erson .
Danger Dancer may have only been 
together a few months but are doing just fine. 
They are getting plenty of work and there are 
plans for a single. Anyone seeing this band 
are guaranteed a good show. As one person 
described them, 'they think they give con­
certs in the pub'. One of the most exciting 
aspects of their stage act is some highly 
energetic violin playing by Richard Zatorski. 
The direction of their new material augers 
well for the future. This band will no doubt go 
a long way. Don't miss them.
— John Stapleton.
THE MANIKINS
Right now, there's a whole slew of bands in 
Australia, and England, and elsewhere too I 
suppose, who are making a living out of 
pic^ng the remaining flesh (what little there 
is) off the bones of Punk - the kind of band 
that heard the Ramones and the Sex Pistols 
two years ago, decided that that was what 
they wanted to do, and set about (trying) to 
do it. And they're 'succeeding' too, because 
it's only now — two years after the event — 
that the mass-market is ready for Punk; but 
that's getting avray from the point.
What these bands are doing is as essentially 
regressive as a 'revival' movement. All 
theorizing aside, however, the simple fact is 
that it bores me shitless.
But on rare occasions something will come 
along that forces me to abandon my ideals, 
and succumb to earthly delights.
I hate to admit it, and I hate myself for it, but 
I'm a sucker for something like the 
Undertones' 'Teenage Kicks' — something 
that was every bit as bad as I could rationally 
reckon, but despite that still had a vibrant 
sense of exhilaration well nigh irresistable 
(which, incidentally, the Undertones never 
recaptured, and so T een age K icks  remains 
not just their finest moment, but their only 
decent one.
Such was also the case with the Manikins' 
debut single, / N ever Thoutht I'd  F in d  
S om eon e W ho C ou ld  B e S o K in d . The in­
strumentation was pure Sex Pistols, the 
vocals in the traditional melodic-pop mould, -
but I was somehow taken by it's apparently 
dumb, love-struck sincerity.
The Manikins arrived in Melbourne with a 
reputation based on that single, and their 
second. P rem onition  (nowhere near as good 
as the first; it was just too  close to the Flamin' 
Groovies for comfort), although their per­
formances here did little to enhance that 
reputation.
I'm not sure whether / N ever Thought I'd  
F in d  S om eon e W ho C ou ld  B e S o K in d  was an 
outstanding moment in their set at the Bottom 
Line (they did it too fast anyway, and 
destroyed the originals' 'poignancy') simply 
because it was familiar, or because it was 
superior fare, but I suspect the former.
So in a way, the Manikins' appeal is kind of 
like Status Quo's — a lot of fun for three 
minutes, but no longer.
Of course, any one Status Quo song, or 
Manikins song, is not necessarily any better 
or vrorse than any other; it's just that they've 
so strictly defined their formula, and adhere 
to it, that anything beyond the initial 
establisiiment of it (i.e. one song) is excessive 
and as a. result, boring. .
Evidently, the Manikins channelled all their 
(creative) energy into the production of I  
N ever Thought I'd  F in d  S om eon e W ho C ould  
BE So K in d , and by now — already — 
they've exhausted their possibilities, (just as 
bands like the Undertones have done) and 
themselves. To ask any more of them would 
be asking too much.
But what disturbed me most about the 
Manikins was not so much this, or Robert 
Porritt's arrogance — that's to be expected 
from anyone on a stage these days; — as it 
was their seeming pretension.
The Manikins are pretentious in an unusual 
way, in that theirs is a kind of 'inverted' 
pretension. Rather than aiming beyond their 
means, they assume a position well below 
them.
Robert Porritt, former art student and prize­
winning painter, once said: 'The problem is 
that most art . doesn't relate to people, 
esp>ecially young ones. I want to express 
myself; I don't believe many kids really relate 
to painting, so I try to reach them through 
rock'n'roll'.
Ever felt like you were being patronised? 
'Kids'?
Clinton Walker
TACTICS
Somehow T actics have acqu ired  a 
reputation as a slightly left-of-centre post­
punk outfit, which is a state of affairs more 
than a trifle misleading, because basically 
they 're  just/yet another conventional 
rock'n'roll band who've learnt their lessons 
from Punk and haven't extended their studies 
much further.
Of course, it must be said that Tactics have 
cited diverse (non-punk) influences — the 
Velvets, reggae — which is undoubtedly the 
basis of their reputation,' but these 'in­
fluences' haven't permeated the band's own 
artistry enough to produce any real positive 
results.
A Tactics' set sounds like it could/would 
have been played in England three years 
ago, and that's my main contention against 
them.
Tactics' songs are all based on simple, 
repetitive lines which rather than em­
phasising a point (as John Gale might've
once said), dull it. The net-effect is a 
monotonous tedium.
In 1976 we needed this kind of music, but 
no longer.
There's no real interplay between in­
struments - they all follow the same tack - any 
solo-ing is decidedly ordinary, if un­
pretentious, and the initial fascination for 
Dave Studdert's admittedly unique voice very 
quickly wears off and it becomes a 
downright, bloody annoyance. (But then 
maybe that's just a matter of taste....)
Only when they slowed down a bit did 
Tactics become remotely interesting, and 
that's probably because then at least they 
give themselves some 'time' to try harder. 
The cover-versions in their set stood out; but 
only because they were familiar songs, and 
lacklustre renditions of them at that. 
'S ign ifican tly , these w ere both drug- 
orientated songs — Lennon's C old  Turkey  
and the Velvets' W aiting For The Man — 
which is probably appropriate considering 
that French's is a renowned flop-house for the 
type of people who'd well make characters in 
those very songs.
Appropriate too, considering the band 
itself originate from Canberra, which, 
according to them, has 'got the largest 
number of smack freaks per head in ratio to 
people'; but all I can say is that I find this 
obsession with the drug culture' unnecessary 
and shallow romanticism.
They might have something to offer beyond 
this largely unimpressive showing — maybe 
a record would reveal whatever strengths 
they do possess — but as it is. Tactics almost 
make me yearn for, say, the Buzzcocks, who 
are surely the original, and prime, 
progenitors of this genre.
— Clinton Walker
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XTC
Drums an d  W ires 
(Virgin)
I'm slightly disappointed in this album. 
There was something scifi-ish and superb 
about XTC's recent concert here, a glimpse of 
something that I had never seen in a band 
before. But then perhaps it was just the 
second rate acid (an ancient ceremonial drug 
popular amongst the middle classes of the 
mid twentieth century) talking and they really 
were what this album is: a collection of some 
good, some bad songs, in a bright poppy 
b reeze  of w ell-tailored , com petently 
executed, commercialism. But the concert 
was great; the band strong and confident and 
powerful.
The first song on Drums & W ires is M aking  
.Plans fo r  N ig el: 'W e're on ly  m akin g  p lan s fo r  
N igel/ H e h as a  fu tu re in  a  British s te e l.' Good 
strong song with Andy Patridge's inimitable
voice ech oin g  S t e e l ... .s t e e l__ s t e e e e e l .
Unfortunately it doesn't go guite far enough. 
Where's the famous twist? Come on boys, 
screw it up, you can be madder than this. The 
next song H elicop ter  isn't much. L ife B egin s 
A t The H op  is a great song, made a great 
single and justifiably headlined their recent 
tour. As they say themselves, they couldn't 
get much more commercial than this. L ife  
beg in s a t th e h o p /b o y s  an d  g irls is a little 
condescending. I don't feel like a boy or a girl 
anymore. But L ife  b eg in s at th e h o p /la d ie s  
an d  gen tlem en  doesn't have guite the same 
ring about it; white hair and loose jewels 
distending into the barren corners of old age. 
Which brings me to the next song: W hen
You're N ear M e f  h av e D ifficu lty . Imagine 
what it would sound like if all the love songs 
ever written were played at once. Like a great 
drawn out sob overlayed by thousands of 
wails, adolescent sperm precipitating out of 
the sound clouds. This is the stupidest song 
on the whole album. W hen you're n ear m e f  
h a v e  d iffic u lty  r e s p ir a t in g /c o n ­
c en tra tin g /s ta n d in g  u p r ig h t/ s le e p in g  a t 
night. Suffocate you fool.
Ten fo o t tall is a bright little ditty with / fe e l  
lik e  f'm w alking arou n d ten foo t tall repeating 
ad infinitum. Light, naive and optimistic, an 
essay in teeny bopper appeal? Eyebrows 
raised we launch into what is probably the 
best song on the album: R oads G ird le the 
G lobe. Punchy tune. Oohehooheheoooh. 
Andy Partridge singing away there.
On the flip side R eal b y  R eel is a sparky 
tune, just about my favourite. M illions, the 
longest track on the album, is 5 minutes and 
37 seconds of boring esoterica. S cissor Man 
has some nice synthesiser work in it, a rarity 
sin ce keyboardist Barry  Andrews was 
replaced by guitarist David Gregory. The 
tour d'farce, as usual saved for the last track ' 
on the second side, is in this case Com ­
p lic a te d  G am e. Incredibly self-pitying lyrics:
/  ask  m y self sh ou ld  f  p u t m y fin g er to the left, 
n o / f  a sk  m y self sh ou ld  f  p u t m y fin g er to the 
right, n o /I  say  it r ea lly  doesn't m atter w here f  
p u t m y fin g er/S om eo n e e ls e  w ill com e alon g  
an d  m ov e it/A n d  it's alw ays b een  th e  
sam e/It's ju st a  com p lica ted  g am e.' If the 
lyrics weren't so banal it would be guite a 
good song with some nice voice work.
All in all Drums an d  W ires is a motley 
collection of songs. It doesn't hold together as
We com e a ll th e w ay to b lood y  A ustralia an d  then Stapleton gives us a  lukew arm  album  
review . B ah!
an album the way G o 2  does. It's a lot brighter 
and peppier and in many ways a lot more 
lightweight. Don't be fooled by the extra 
single. Neither of the songs. L im elight or 
Chain o f C om m and, are anything to write 
home to your mongoloid sister about. But 
Drums an d  W ires cannot be damned outright, 
for it contains four or five good 
songs: M aking P lans fo r  N igel, L ife  B egin s at
the H op, R oads G ird le th e G lobe, R eal b y  
R eel and you might even consider S cissor 
Man and C om plicated  G am e . If a good album 
is one that has more good songs than bad, 
then this almost makes it. But it is far from the 
definitive XTC album. One gets the feeling 
that it's in between, but in between what we 
can only wait and see.
— John Stapleton.
NEIL YOUNG AND CRAZY HORSE
Rust N ev er S leep s
(Reprise)
Neil Young's an inconsistent fellow. Over 
the years he's recorded some of the most 
inspiring music I've ever heard. Certainly 
he's at the fore of American rock'n'roll, but 
there's been times when the fire of Down B y  
The R iver and the beautiful tormented 
lyricism of On The B each  has been replaced 
by wimpy hippie values, outlandish sexism, 
unimaginative melodies and corn ball lyrics. 
I'm talking mostly of H arvest when Neil 
needed more than a maid.
Rust N ever S leep s  ranks with On The B each , 
Zuma, Tonight's The N ight and E verybody  
Knows This fs  N ow here as the finest albums 
Young has recorded. Amongst his best lyrics, 
seering power and honesty coupled with the 
most brutal, raw musical performances he's 
ever turned in.
Neil Young is a rock'n'roll survivor. That 
doesn't mean he's just hanging on to some 
nostalgic remembrance of when things were 
great. It means he's weathered all the fads 
and fashions whilst still playing what he wants 
when he wants. It means he's not a tired old 
anarchronism who's hollowly trying to 
. recreate his finest moments. It means that 
after all these years he's still pushing forward 
and making the kinda of rock'n'roll you and I 
hope will never die.
Albums like Rust N ever S leep s  are the 
musical affirmation needed in these times of 
decreasing innovation, creativity, strength 
and excitement. When Neil Young plays 
rock'n'roll it truly seperates the haves from 
the have nets. Just play the four electric 
tracks on side Two and list me bands who've 
got the spirit and soul to play rock'n'roll like 
Young and Crazy Horse. Young is one of the 
Kings of rock'n'roll and he ain't about to be 
deposed.
OK, side One is acoustic based. Young, 
Nicolette Larson and cohorts. First track. My 
My, H ey H ey [Out o f the B lue] is all about, 
rock'n'roll, Johnny Rotten, striving and 
survival: M y My, H ey  H ey /R ock  an d  ro ll is 
h ere  to stay /ft's b etter  to burn  ou t/T han  to 
fa d e  aw ay/M y My, H ey H e y /.... The k in g  is 
g on e bu t he's n ot forg otten /T h is is th e story  o f  
John n y R otten/It's b etter  to burn  out than it is  
to ru st/T h e k in g  is g on e bu t he's n ot 
forgotten .
Trasher, R ide My Llam a, P acahon tas and 
S ail A w ay are all acoustic. Young 
singing....fuck this, the deadline's way over 
due for this review and it seems so ridiculous 
going through and analysing and describing 
each track, placing it in context, quoting 
lyrics and all that shit that you're supposed to 
do in record reviews. Who really cares? 
Words are inadequate to describe the best 
rock'n'roll and anyway, the thing is to hear 
the music. Believe me, after the weekly dose 
of record company hype and new releases, 
you need albums like Rust N ever S leep s to 
convince you there's something left in this 
music that's a bit more than product for huge 
multinational corporations.
Oh, who cares? It's like bashing your head 
against a wall. If you believe in what
rock'n'roll is all about, listen to Rust N ever 
S leep s. When Young screams over brutal, 
distorted guitar chords RO CK AND ROLL 
CAN NEVER DIE he means it maaan and 
you'd better believe him.
Albums like this make me believe that I'm 
not wasting my time in this stupid business. 
And if you take time out to listen then I'm 
satisfied.
— Stuart Coupe.
JOAN ARMATRADING
Steppin  Out
(A&M)
Recorded in Toronto and Boston Steppin' 
Out is Ms A's first live album, showcasing the 
more popular tunes from her studio albums 
plus a coupla newees. The performance is 
adequate, if uninspiring. It's all too relaxed 
and tame. The problem with this album, 
unlike her others, is that Joan Armatrading 
doesn't show some emotion.
— Stuart Coupe.
THE BUSHWACKERS BAND
B u shfire
(Image)
An excellent album of traditional Australian 
folk songs sung like Fairport Convention 
would have around A n gel D elight period. For 
distinctiveness of the Australian sort they've 
used lagerphone, banjo and tin whistle. 
Stands on a par with the finest folk rock 
albums ever made.
— Stuart Coupe.
JONI MITCHELL
M ingus
(Asylum)
Magnificent album. Charlie Mingus' tunes 
com bined with M itchells words, e x ­
traordinary playing, emotive singing and 
backing  from W ayne Shorter, H erbie 
Hancock, Jaco Pastorious, et al. Only 
disturbing aspect is the snatches of Mingus 
talking interspersed between tracks — tis 
fascinating to hear his voice but becomes 
increasingly an irritation and intrusion into 
the album's flow with each successive 
listening. Mitchell, torn between a statement 
and a souvenir. A minor complaint about an 
album to be heard, treasured and savoured.
— Stuart Coupe
THE FLAMIN' GROOVIES 
Jum pin' In The N ight 
(Sire)
Nick Kent said it all in NME — don't look 
back. The least inspiring Groovies album in 
years. At least their hearts are in the right 
place.
Stuart Coupe.
DUKE ELLINGTON 
M em orial C ollection  
(CBS)
Superb budget priced collection of Duke 
Ellington material. One of the finest 
American composers of all time and leader of 
the bestest big bands, etc. etc. had a career 
spanning the 30's, 40's, 50's, 60's and 70's. 
This album contains selections from all 
periods including the Duke's theme tune. 
T ake The 'A' Train plus Satin Doll, 
S op h isticated  Lady, S olitu de, Do N othing Till 
You H ear From  M e and M ood In d ig o . 
Aonongst the musicians are Paul Gonsalves, 
Johnny Hodges, Harry Carney and Cootie 
Williams. An excellent introduction to one of 
the greatest figures of American music. At 
risk of being glib, you'll hear more about this
TAMMY WYNETTE 
Just Tammy 
(Epic)
Whatdidyaexpect?
— Stuart Coupe.
Stuart Coupe.
JOHN COUGAR
M iami
(Riva)
Great news for Pavlov's Dog fans. Been 
depressed cause they haven't had a new 
album in a few years? Well play Johnny 
Cougar's new album at 45rpm and be con­
tent. M iam i is the killer — sounds like 
Pavlov's Dog meets the Chipmunks. Played at 
33rpm the album is, of course, infinitely 
worse than John's first. Come to think of it, 
maybe Cougar used to sing the songs on 
Pavlov's Dog albums, tape record them at 45 
and press 'em on albums. Very fuckin' clever 
JC.
— Stuart Coupe.
JOHN McLa u g h lin  w it h  th e  o n e  
TRUTH BAND 
E lectric D ream s 
(CBS)
More of same. Johnny's head may have 
changed over the years but his present 
recordings seem to be back at Mahavishnu 
Orchestra days. Da same old jazz rock, in­
strumental excu rsions, acoustic mean- 
derings. He does it better than anyone else so 
if this blah blah blah blah.
— Stuart Coupe.
RADIO BIRDMAN 
L iv e a t E u reka  
(Bootleg)
This album. E u reka Birdm an  is to my 
knowledge, the first live bootleg of an 
Australian band complete with all the usual -«C‘ 
complications like cassette quality sound 
reproduction and law suits. The ethics of 
bootlegging is pretty much a dead issue by 
now. Rob Younger for one obviously had no 
qualms about sellin g  bootlegs or 
unauthorised recordings. The only problem is 
' that I would hope the manufacturers will pay 
a generous royalty, particularly if they are 
the great Australian rock fans they pretend to 
be. The sound quality is predictably 
atrocious, though if you turn it way up it 
sounds pretty much like the real thing. The 
mix was always bad and the vocals often 
in d ecip h erab le . Birdm an taxed their 
equipment to such extremes that the slightest 
movement was likely to cause waves of 
feedback and this album captures all that 
sense of mania. The performance itself is full 
on, amid explosions and the breakdown of the 
P.A. during 1970 the assault continues. One 
of the features I most liked about the band was 
that they never let good taste or cleanliness 
get in the way of pure excitement and if 
things got broken, well too bad. Restrait was 
left to the enemy, the Framptons and The 
Ferrets.
E u reka Birdm an  is a valuable memento 
mostly for the cover versions and unreleased 
songs; L et The K ids D ance (featuring Tek on 
vocals), L.A . W oman with amazing bass 
playing from W arw ick G ilb ert, 
unquestionably the best player in the 
country, C aliforn ia Sun, K ing O f The Surf,
K ick  Out The Jam s and the aforementioned 
1970. The special bonus is the unreleased 
originals; M ore Fun, Chris Masuak's D eath 
B y The Gun and one other uncredited on the 
sleeve.
I'm told that Radio Birdman have enough 
material for two posthumous albums in­
cluding live material, out-takes from 7?ad;os , 
A p p ear and an album recorded at Rockfield 
just before the band dissolved. Supposedly 
this stuff will come to light once their dif­
ferences with their record companies are 
resolved but I've been hearing that for a year 
now and if you too are tired of waiting I 
recommend you buy this while you can.
Under good counters everywhere.
— Toby Creswell
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WESTERN FLYER
Live To Survive!
(Infinity)
Scam is that Live To Survive is an ap­
propriate title. According to Brian Peacock, 
unless this album is reeeeely popular 
Western Flyer are no more and the idea is 
that the 'profits' from this will pay off the 
bands debts. It was recorded live in June this 
year and captures the band excellently. Like 
me you may have little sympathy with what 
Western Flyer were on about but as a live 
album goes, it's superb. Most of the material 
is written by Brian Peacock although there's 
three from Matt Tylor and a rousing cover of 
Chuckles Berry's The Promised Land. 
Everything chuggs along at a reasonable 
pace and occasionally they really get it on — 
an expression used in the sort of places these 
guys come from. Western Flyer are/were a 
band with enormous musical experience, real 
soul, commitment and boring as all hell.
— Stuart Coupe.
JOHN TROPEA 
To Touch You Again 
(Epic)
Tedious, melancholy soft jazz, occassional 
funk, less occassion al d isco rhythm. 
Essentially a waste of time and your money if 
you purchase.
— S. Coupe.
JANNE SCHAFFER
Earmeal
(CBS)
Schaffer has been resident Abba guitarist 
for many moons. Unfortunately his 
aspirations aren't with Sweedish pop music. 
Fusion jazz rock is where this man's head is 
at, maaan. John McLaughlin did it all with 
much more class, style and inventive ideas 
years ago. As an earmeal it ain't even a soggy 
McDonalds.
— S. Coupe
LEAH KUNKEL 
Leah Kunkel 
(CBS)
A Californian goddess who ain't on WEA. 
Gee wiz! Unfortunately another Ronstadt 
clone without any distinctive qualities. 
Jackson Browne and other regional notables 
contribute but the whole album is relaxed and 
unsubstantial. On the cover Art Garfunkel 
claims: "Along the line of truly great singers: 
Billie Holiday, Don and Phil Everly, Aretha 
Franklin, Jam es Taylor, Linda Ron­
stadt...listen to Leah Kunkel!" It may be OK 
to compare with the last two but I take offence 
at comparing this dross with the former three.
— Stuart Coupe
HERBIE HANCOCK 
Feefe Don't Fail Me Now 
(CBS)
A true jazz rock giant turns disco. 
Depressing.
— Stuart Coupe
JOAN BAEZ 
Honest Lullaby 
(Portrait)
Ms Baez's umpteenth album. Similar to the 
last ten. Sweet, motherly voice working 
through pleasant, if unimaginative songs. 
Predictable. If you like the dear old folk 
queen, this'll be yet another album of same. 
What I can't take is a wimpy version of No 
Woman, No Cry where the poet ex­
traordinaire alters words to include verses 
like: 'And we would cook fish, tea and corn 
meal porridge/Of which 1 share with 
you/Andm yfeefis m y only carriage/So f  got 
to push on through.'
— Stuart Coupe
Various artists 
That Summer 
(Soundtrack)
The track listing comprises Ian Dury — Sex 
Drugs Hock'n'Roll/Mink Deville — Spanish 
Stroll/Elvis Costello — [/ Don't Want To Go 
To] Chelsea /The Bottomtown Rats — She's So 
Modern/Zones — New Life/Only Ones — 
Another Girl, Another Planet /Nveckless Eric 
— Whole Wide PVbWc//Patti Smith Group — 
Because The Night/The Boomtown Rats — 
Kicks/The Ramones — Rockaway 
Beach/Undertones — Teenage Kicks/Eddie 
& The Hot Rods — Do Anything You Wanna 
Do/Ian Dury — What A  Wbs/e/Nick Lowe — 
/ Love The Sound Of Breaking Glass /Elvis 
Costello — W atching The D etec­
tives /Bichavd Hell & The Voidoids — Blank 
Generation.
Q. Is this the best movie soundtrack of all 
time?
A. Yes.
A tick, a gold star, and an elephant stamp to 
Ben Edmonds and Robert White who were the 
people, responsible for this magnificent 
compilation. Look for the album with the 
goggled swimmer's head.
— Kim Williams.
RY COODER 
B op Till You D rop 
(WEA)
Surely this record must qualify for this year's 
Jimi Hendrix Memorial "Nice Try For A White 
Guy" Award. By fusing diverse styles of 
guitar — Hawaiian, Tex-Mex, R&B, Soul, 
even tinges of Reggae syncopation and 
particularly the style of Bahaman guitarist 
Joseph Spence, R.C. forms a smooth and 
almost irridescent sound. But it also has a 
gutsiness in the vocals — thanks to Bobby 
&ng's soul voice (a rea l black person) and 
Cooder's own slightly wistful warblings.
The record cyomes a lot closer to the feel of 
street level music, than the interesting, if 
sometimes curious, m u sicological e x ­
plorations that Cooder has undertaken on 
previous albums. It's digitally recorded (no 
tape hiss) and there's some real sharp 
backing musicians, including David Lindley, 
who is currently touring Oz with him
— Mark Thomson
BOB DYLAN 
Slow  Train C om ing  
(C .B.S.)
If there is one thing that Bob Dylan has 
lacked over the past few years (and albums) it 
is a vision. S treet L eg a l was full of abstract 
lyrical meanderings and L ive a t B udokan  was 
just a rewrite (albeit a good one) of his past 
efforts. In fact I think you have to go back to 
1975, to B lood  On The T racks, to find a 
complete and totally satisfying Dylan album. 
Dylan album.
On Slow Train Coming Dylan has again 
found a direction. That direction is American 
Christianity. You have probably all read 
about the man's conversion and, if you are at 
all like me, wondered WHY? After all Dylan 
was born a Jew and in the early seventies was 
quite a staunch supporter of Zionism. Well, if 
you look beyond the songs where he is 
beating the drum for Jesus there are some 
important clues on this record.
As a virtual prophet to a large section of 
sixties youth, Dylan has carried a heavy load 
through the seventies. Perhaps it's because of 
that sixties legacy that he has never, with the 
possible exception of B lood  On The T racks, 
scaled the same heights of brilliance in this 
decade. One should not underestimate the 
significance of the break-up of his marriage 
on his career either. Dylan is now 38 years 
old and on his own. Is it any wonder that a 
lonely middle aged divorcee should look to 
something greater for solace?
What is disappointing to me is that Dylan's 
conversion has led him to a black and white 
view of the world: Gone is the variety of 
■ emotional colours that he has used to stun­
ning effect in the past. The opening track. 
You're G onna H ave To S erv e S om ebody  
spells out this new view of life in no uncertain 
terms, 'It m ay  b e  the d ev il/O r it m ay b e  th e  
L ord/B u t you're gon n a h av e to serv e  
som ebod y .' The message is repeated in 
P reciou s A n g el, 'You eith er  got faith  o r you  
got u n b elief/T h ere is n o n eu tral grou n d', and 
G onna C han ge My W ay O f Thinking, 'Jesus 
sa id  who is not fo r  m e is again st m e. /Ju st so  
you know  w here he's com in g  from .' 
Evangelism, particularly the American 
Christian type, has always stuck in my throat 
because of statements like those above. There 
is only one choice, an evangelist will say. 
Accept Jesus or don't, everything else is 
irrelevant. Personally, I cannot accept that 
proposition. Choice and free will has always 
seemed to me one of the most precious things 
in life and to accept and embrace a doctrine, 
other than the one everyone has as a result of 
their personal experience and searching, has 
always seemed an abrogation of respon­
sibility. That's my view anyway and if it is 
fundamentally different to Bob Dylan's or 
Billy Graham's or Karl Marx's (who once said 
'Religion is the opiate of the masses') then I 
 ̂ still retain the right to hold it.
But this isn't just an album of religious 
music. It's also an album that comments on 
present day America, particularly in the title 
track. Slow  Train C om ing. If Billy Graham is 
going to rejoice over Dylan's conversion then 
the John Birch Society is gonna love this one. 
Yes, it's Dylan the patriot.
'All that foreign  o il con trollin g  A m erican  so il 
L ook around, it's b ou n d  to m ake you em ­
b arrassed
S heiks w andering rou n d lik e  kin gs 
W earing fan cy  jew els an d  rings 
D ecidin g A m erica's fu tu re from  A m sterdam  
an d  P aris.'
To which I would reply. Tough shit Bobby. 
America decides Australia's future, as well as 
the future of numerous other countries (need 
I mention Chile?) from Washington and New 
York using it's economic and military muscle. 
Because of their oil wealth the shgiks have 
acquired their own economic muscle and it is 
their right to use it as they see fit. 'Lbn't want 
to know  abou t econ om y' sings Dylan in the 
same song. If he doesn't want to know about 
it, what the hell is he doing singing about it?
If there is any doubt that Dylan is an arch­
conservative it is dispelled by W hen You
G onna W ake Up which has the jaunty 
refrain, 'When you gonna w ake u p/- 
Strengthen  th e things that rem ain .' Check out 
these lyrics,
'C ounterfeit p h ilo sop h ies h av e p o llu ted  your 
thoughts
K arl M arx h as g ot you b y  the throat 
H enry K issin ger h as got you tied  up in  kn ots.'
What Karl Marx and Kissinger have in 
common I'm not quite sure, except perhaps 
that they weren't born again Christians.
Dylan is quite prepared for martyrdom. 'My 
so -ca lled  frien d s h av e fa llen  under a  
sp e ll/T h ey  lo ok  m e in  th e'ey e an d  te ll m e a ll 
is w ell.'lde is righteous and convinced, 
although not convincing. His message is loud 
and clear and with the help of producer Jerry 
Wexler and musicians Mark Knopfler and 
Pick Withers (both of Dire Straits), Barry 
Becket, Tim Drummond and the Muscle 
Shoals Horns he has the perfect musical 
accompaniment — slightly gospelly at times, 
and a ton of soul (Wexler used to produce 
Aretha Franklin). Whether that message is for 
you is up to you to decide. It just ain't me 
babe.
— Donald Robertson.
X
Bob Dylan B.C. (Before Christ)
CYBOTRON
Sunday N ight A t The Total 
(Cybotron Label)
Cybotron have never rece iv ed  the 
recognition that they fully deserve. Perhaps 
this startling and innovative record will 
change things for them. Recorded live in 
1976 at Melbourne's Total Theatre (a good 
venue for serious rock musicians that didn't 
last long) this album is a clear indication of 
the vitality and expression that Cybotron 
were and are capable of generating — even 
in a live concert situation. Most electronic 
bands have been criticised for, as it were, not 
delivering the goods when it comes to per­
forming their technically sophisticated music 
live. Not so with Cybotron. I was there at the 
Total Theatre on the night that this album was 
recorded and the atmosphere was electric (no 
pun intended). With an impressive array of 
incred ib le  and m ystifying equipm ent, 
Cybotron showed not only their technical 
expertise and versatility but also a wide range 
of dynamic expression, encompassing moods 
both subtle and potent.
This record, excellently recorded with the 
7LKG D99 Artificial Head System, not on ly  
captures the emotion of the evening's per­
formance, but also clearly documents an 
early stage of the most progressive and 
futuristic electronic band that Australia has 
offered to date.
If the apple in the Garden of Eden was a 
Synthesiser, the Cybotron are Adam and Eve.
— John Scheissen
TOM VERLAINE 
Tom V erlaine 
(Elektra)
Tom Verlairie's debut solo album, his first 
outing since the demise of his seminal New 
York band. Television, 18 months ago, 
confirms his reputation as a writer, singer, 
guitarist of rare skill and distinction. There 
are no surprises here, but nor are there any 
disappointments. Television bassist Fred 
Smith plays on all tracks, and is joined on 
most by Patti Smith Group drummer Jay Dee 
Daugherty.
The major difference between this and the 
excellent M argu ee M oon and A dventure 
albums is the absence from most tracks of a 
rhythm guitarist. The twin guitar work which 
was a highlight of those albums is here 
evident only on my favorite track, B reakin 'In  
My H eart, where Verlaine is joined by B-52's 
guitarist Ricky Wilson. To compensate (which 
it doesn't quite) Verlaine has played piano for 
the first time on a few tracks, and appears to 
have dubbed in uncredited rhythm on one or 
two, but he is in any case such an interesting 
guitarist that even those tracks with just lead, 
bass and drums come off excellently.
Verlaine wrote all but one of the Television 
tracks, so the style of the material here is 
familiar, ranging from the raunch and strong 
beat of The G rip O f L o v e , through to jokey 
late night bar song, Yonki Tim e, to the poetic 
melancholy of Z-asf N ight. We've seen most of 
■ these faces of Verlaine, the modem muse, 
before, but never so clearly.
I'm not too sure how this one will do. It 
deserves to do well, but new wave record 
buyers seem to have a generally un­
derstandable resistenceto solo albums. If you 
were a Television fan, then this one is a must. 
If you don't know Verlaine's work, you've got 
three great albums, including this one, yet to 
, discover.
— Peter Page
WILLIE NELSON and LEON RUSSELL 
O ne F or The R oad  
(CBS — double album)
Meeting of certified country great with 
Leon,' the best known musician never to do 
anything interesting. Sides one and two are 
with a band and chugg along at a reasonable 
pace. Material is mostly classics (in the 
historic sense). Nothing outstanding. Sides 
three and four is Willie and Leon on their own 
with syruppy and excessive orchestration, 
again playing classics like D anny Boy, 
Sum m ertim e and Am I  B lu e. It's fairly turgid 
and lacks the emotion and atmosphere they're 
obviously trying to achieve. The best Willie 
Nelson albums are probably P hases an d  
S tages, Shotgun W illie and The Sound In 
Your M ind. Leon Russell hasn't a best album. 
He isn't even close.
LED ZEPPELIN
In Through The Out D oor
(Swansong)
After three years the new studio Led Zep 
album recorded in Abba's Stockholm Studios. 
Finds band experimenting unimaginatively 
with new (for them) musical forms — calypso 
bassed F ool In The Rain, and rockabilly in 
H ot D og. A few exciting moments of 
keyboards in C arou selam bra  but the rest is 
more tedium from the world's most popular 
rock band.
— Stuart Coupe
LISA HARTMAN 
H old On 
(Epic)
Slick, sick slock for sinking lovers who don't 
deserve to be resucitated.
— Stuart Coupe
VIOLINSKI 
No C au se F or A larm  
(Jet)
ELO violinist Mike Kaminski is no cause for 
excitement either. Makes ELO sound like the 
Beatles in comparison. Ya don't need it.
— Stuart Coupe
BILL WITHERS 
'Bout L ov e 
(CBS)
Soft, funky unobtrusive love songs, often 
over orchestrated. Withers has fine voice but 
never stretches out and demonstrates his 
abilities except in a soft, smoking kinda way, 
A late night sleeping pill.
— Stuart Coupe
HIROSHI and CLAUDIA
Six To S ix
(Atom)
First release from newly formed Sydney 
label. It's an attempt to musically express a 
night in the city. Music is by seven Japanese 
musicians led by Hiroshi on electric and 
acoustic guitar. Vocals are by Claudia whose 
voice is reminiscent of Flora Purim and other 
soft, sensous female jazz singers. Music 
meanders between disco rythms and drawn 
out instrumental excursions. An interesting 
album that falls somewhere between ex­
ploratory jazz and slick, hip easy listening. 
Shame about the cover though (an awful 
design easily dismissed as trash disco in 
random record bar flicking).
— Stuart Coupe
WHA-KOO 
F rag ile L in e 
(Epic)
A thankyou to the people of Australia on the 
cover and a shot of their opera house concert, 
Zowee. As expected technically professional 
rock'n'roll. Nice harmonies, etc. etc. ad 
naosium. And what did Wha-Koo do in Aust? 
By th e lights o f th e southern  cross/w h ere th e  
lad ies fa k e  th eir p leasu re/Y ou  fin d  what you  
thought you lost/A n d  th e stars g o  on 
fo r e v e r /A n d  a s  th ey  g o /Y o u  n e v e r  
know /Y ou've b een  h a d  till sh e  ad d s up th e  
cost/T on ight on o ld  King's Cross.
No groupies for Wha-Koo eh? If you demand 
little except facile superficiality this- is for 
you. Me, I want lots more.
— Stuart Coupe.
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R O A D R U N N R
TIM CURRY
F earless
{ASM)
Tim Curry eamt fame and fortune in the role 
of Rocky Horror in The Rocky Horror Show, 
and on the strength of this secured himself a 
recording contract last year producing an 
extremely lacklustre debut album B ea d  M y 
Lips. Once again Curry has put himself in the 
hands of ace (?) New York producer Bob Ezrin 
of Alice Cooper, Lou Reed, Aerosmith and 
Peter Gabriel fame. The result is just another 
of those East Coast U.S. albums featuring the 
same old accomplished soul-less. New York 
session musicians. Wherever Ezrin goes Dick 
Wagner, Dave Sanborn, Bob Babbit etc. 
seem  to follow. C onseguently  nearly  
everything Ezrin touches lately seems to turn 
to predictable boredom (with the exception of 
the new Nils Lofgren L .P.)
It's hard to really dislike F earless  as I don't 
think it's an album capable of evoking any 
violent emotions at all. The chemistry seems 
right but there's just nothing in this album 
which warrants a second listen. S .O .d . (not 
Abba's!) is one of those third rate so-called 
'tender' love songs you could hear on any 
Barry Manilow album. As for the rest, I forgot 
them two minutes after playing. There's a line 
from one song entitled / d o  The B ock  which 
states
I  d o  th e r o c k ... it's stim ulating. How could 
he be so wrong!
— Goose
JOHN OTWAY and WILD WILLY 
BARRETT
D eep  an d  M ean in gless 
(Wizard)
No doubt for some deep and meaningless 
reason Wizard have taken over a year to 
release the dreaded duo's second album. 
Unfortunately it's inferior to their first. Still a 
mixture of whimsical ballads, wacky humour, 
quaint folk and rock'n'roll but the songs lack 
the distinctiveness and impact of the first 
batch.Otway and Barret have long since gone 
their separate ways.
Stuart Coupe.
MICHAEL JACKSON 
OH The W all 
(Epic)
There's ten tracks on Mike's album. None 
are funky, R&B and disco shlock that, 
although better than most, lack any real 
distinctiveness and variation. HOWEVER the 
title track is superb, a smooth, classy, catchy 
song about leaving the nine to five life, 
grooving and letting the music and the 
madness get to you. Don't bother v/ith the 
album but if OH The W all is released as a 
single, check it out. It's great.
— Stuart Coupe.
RALPH McDo n a ld
C ounterpoint
(Epic)
Egotistical percussionist's wet dream . 
Everyone elses nightmare.
— Stuart Coupe.
LOUISE COFFIN 
K id  B lu e 
(Asylum)
Blue eyed Californian goddess Mk765. 
Asylum must have a breeding farm for 'em. 
Louise is daughter of Gerry Goffin and Carol 
King and first album has some great 
moments. W rites good lyrics and 
magnificently covers Shangri-La's/?ememiber 
W alking In The Sand. Jim m y A nd The Tough
K ids and K id  B lu e are good street girl 
rock'n'roll but there's too much of 'Now dear 
see how much you can sing like Aunty 
Linda...' Another Ronstadt clone ain't what 
we need. Backing from the usuals — Waddy 
Watchel, ID Souther, Dabny Kortchmer and,- 
even Mum sings a few background vocals. 
Worth investigating but no masterpiece.
— Stuart Coupe.
ABBEY RADER
The Thing
am)
Latest release from French experimental 
jazz label im  who keep turning out weird, 
wonderous albums from little known 
musicians. Abbey Radar is a drummer and 
percussionist and is augmented by a 
saxophonist, flute player, piano, moog and 
bass. The album was recorded late last year 
in New York but has a very European jazz 
feel. It's very much an album of sound tex­
tures, sometimes tedious and meandering, 
frequently exciting, surprising and intense. 
Recommended for those with a passion of 
interest in people pushing for new areas of 
exploration in sound and emotion...phew, 
boy does that sound pretentious. But does it 
rock? Yes. Info on IRI and similar material 
can be obtained from 56 Standard Road, 
London, NWIO 6ES, England. Tell 'em I sent 
you.
— Stuart Coupe.
THE MEMBERS
At The C h elsea  N ightclub
(Virgin)
The Members are a bunch of ordinary 
suburban lads who are on their way to 
success with their tongues fixed firmly in their 
cheeks. Originally from Camberley, a suburb 
on the southwest edge of London, they formed 
in '77 and after a moderate hit in the UK with 
the single S olitary  C onfinem ent on the Stiff 
label, signed to Virgin early this year and 
released The S ou n d O f The S u bu rbs, then 
O ffsh o re  B a n k in g  B u sin ess  (onetim e 
RoadrunnerWeed/e W recker O f The M onth ), 
and have now released their first album.
The Members are: Nicky Tesco (after the 
English supermarket chain), vocals; J.C . 
(Jean Marie Carroll), rhythm guitar^ Nigel 
Bennett, lead guitarist; Chris Payne on bass 
and drummer A drian Lillyw hite. The 
songwriting is spread through the group, but 
the majority of the composing is done by J.C . 
who has written the lyrics, with Tesco, of their 
singles and some of their better numbers.
So what's this record actually like? Well in a 
way it comes across like a musical Woody 
Allen film, with lightweight social comment 
on the mundane, pathetic and the sordid. 
Often based on their own experiences, it is a 
laugh through clenched teeth. The music's 
not bad, either.
Side One opens with E lectricity , an at­
m ospheric instrum ental, an in teresting  
mixture of reggae and rock. Then comes the 
cautionary tale of S ally , who leaves school to 
fulfil her daydream of becoming a model and 
is successful until she is scarred for life in a 
car crash and now "sells her body to a dif­
ferent clientele". Beware of daydreams? Then 
comes a pseudo-autobiography of the rise to 
riches of a Soho sleaze merchant, S oho A- 
G o -G o . A  powerful, dirty sound, with lots of 
clever spoken inserts, including police radio 
messages. A dig at the dubious reputations of 
the porn kings, pimps and nightclub owners, 
who are warned to 'clean up your state of 
mental health'. This is followed hyD on't Push , 
an anthem of defiance, a powerful, fast 
number, in reggae style, although the
shouted 'hey, hey, hey's' sound like a chorus 
of Cossacks. The side ends with a different 
version o i S olitary  C onfinem ent to the single. 
This song is one of their best, a story of 
disillusionment and loneliness, as Tesco, in a 
voice either dreary or desperate, tells how he 
used to live in Camberley, but decided to 
move up to London, thinking it would be 
exciting, and now lives in a , bedsit and is 
miserable. I like the way the chant 'On your 
own, by yourself' is sneakily turned into 'buy 
yourself this record'.
Frustrated, B agshot starts off the second 
side. He is a frustrated voyeur, who can't get 
it up unless he is with a lady with a staple in 
her navel. He has a problem:
/  don't wanna fe e l,
I  don't wanna touch.
But i f  I'm rea lly , rea lly  good .
W ill you le t m e w atch?
This song is cleverly worked into S tan d Up 
A nd S pit, a slow, atmospheric, reggae- 
flavoured way of saying 'stuff you'.
Next comes The S ou n d O f The S u bu rbs, 
which ^unds a little like The Clash meets The 
Shadows, and is very accessible social 
comment (maybe even more relevant to 
Australia).
P hone-In  Show  is, of course, a dig at 
commercial radio talk-back shows, where 
some poor jerk rings up about his acne and is 
interrogated by a callous DJ about his sexual 
problems to the titillation of the listeners. This 
is followed by L ov e In A LiH , a reggaeish 
number, about two young lovers who live on 
different floors: T heir relation sh ip  h as its 
com in g ups an d  g oin g  d ow n s. The last song, 
the title track, is live, for authenticity's sake. 
It weights the advantages of drinking late with 
the disadvantages of the poseurs and TV 
personalities who frequent Chelsea night­
clubs. Amid a wild thrashout, guitar pinched 
cheekily from the intro to M y G en eration , 
Tesco asks: 'Excuse me, where's the toilet?'
There is a strong reggae bias to this record, 
but it is not the usual feeble 'white reggae', 
warmed over with the beat but not much else. 
This is reggae-with-relevance, and it is often 
cleverly worked in as a variation in pace, 
usually with a hard-rock chorus. The record
is well produced, with inventive and 
imaginative frills, without being pretentious 
or messy, in fact it has raw feel probably due 
to Tesco's vocals, which are quite ap­
propriately either a raucous bawl or a 
choked-up sob.
Yet all this aggression and frustration and 
social comment, continuing the tradition of 
The Kinks in the 60's, Skyhooks in the 70's, 
doesn't necessarily guarantee their appeal. 
Their appeal lies in identification: The 
Members sing songs for the socially 
inadequate, those of you with spots, parents, 
boredom, and teenage frustration. To like this 
record is to admit inadequacy — aw, alright. 
Yes Virginia, social comment can be fun, too 
— isn't that what rock'n'roll is supposed to be 
about?
— Suzie Walton
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Due to circumstances (someone took a 
dislike to my nose and rearranged it), there 
was no independent records column last 
month. Everything's fine now so let's get down 
to the business at hand.
Steve Cummings (lead singer with a well- 
known teen beat combo) has his own record 
label now, Big Girl Records. The first release 
is Johnny Topper and his Beatnik Buddies 
with Frankie's Goat/Beatnik Twist. It's my 
fave record of the month, for what that's 
worth. Johnny Topper will also make an 
appearance on another independent record 
this month — the Armchairs' debut EP. The 
Armchairs are a part-time Melbourne band 
led by Ian Stephens (of Schizophrenia). The 
tracks on the EP are Salle a Manger, Brian 
Henderson, Le Chat dans la Boite and Elvis 
Presley. They must be counting on heavy 
export sales because they've written all the 
cover notes in French.
The Go-Betweens, who released the catchy 
Lee Remick single last year, have released 
another single. People Say/Don't Let Him 
Come Back, on the Able Label. Once again, 
both tracks are catchy songs but there are a 
couple of unusual features on the new singles 
— a prominent organ on the A-side and an 
early Dylan-style harmonica break on the
flip-side.
Two other records from Brisbane made their ' 
way south recently — a Razar EP and a 
Credits single. Razar's EP is frantic punk with 
a self-explanatory title. Shutdown Count­
down . Razar have also repressed their first 
single. Stamp Out Disco/Task Force, which 
was originally released late last year. The 
Credits' single is a bit of a disappointment 
because the poor production and/or pressing 
guality make it hard to appreciate the 
otherwise excellent songs.
Other Brisbane records in the works include 
singles from Just Urbain, Young Identities, 
the Body Snatchers, and a compilation EP, A t 
Your Party, of local acts.
Judging by their maxi-single, which is out 
on the Local Label, the Numbers are a very 
tight pop band. The three bouncy. Jam-styled 
tracks on their record are Govt. Boy, Private 
Eyes and Guerilla. Local has also released a 
record by Paradox, another Sydney band. 
There's also talk of a Young Modern LP. For 
further details refer to Stuart's article in last 
month's ish.
Missing Link released a Bleeding Hearts 
single. Hit Single/Boys, last month. This 
single was previously only available with the 
Bleeding Hearts LP. The two Missing Link
releases for October are both by an English 
group, the Flying Lizards. The two Flying 
Lizards singles are Summertime Blues/All 
Guitars and Money/Money 2. Money has just 
gone to No. 2 on the U.K. charts so Missing 
Link may have an unexpected hit record on 
their hands.
Clint Small, from Melbourne, has just 
released his first record. It's a maxi-single 
that's hard to miss in the record racks 
because it comes in a choice of two different 
3-D covers (camels or horses). Clint is the 
guitarist with Little Murders, a new 
Melbourne band whose first single. Take Me, 
I'm Yours/Things will Be Different, has also 
just been released. Both are on Au-go-go 
Records.
have a new EP out, Nice Noise. It en­
tered the 3RRR charts just two days after 
release so it seems certain to be as successful 
as their last. Nice Noise deals with bland 
radio pop and will surprise anyone who is 
expecting it to sound like the seductive 
Venetian Rendezvous EP they released 
earlier this year.
David Chesworth, who has worked with_^*^ 
on many projects and who runs the new music 
centre in Melbourne, has released an album 
on his compositions called 50 Synthesiser
Greats. And it is great too, just the thing to 
have on the turntable when you're sitting up 
all nite writing an independent records, 
column. All the pieces on the album (there 
are 37 because he couldn't lit 50 on) are 
short, succinct and minimal; lots of in­
teresting ideas and sounds. I'm not sure of the 
price but if you sent Dave $8 (c/o 24 Diamond 
St., Niddrie, Vic., 3042) it would cover 
everything adeguately.
The long-awaited Voight/465 album, Slights 
Unspoken, should be out any day.
Sydney electronic group S.P.K. have a new 
single out that will also be released in 
England on Throbbing Gristle's Industrial 
Records.
The Manikins have a studio live cassette. 
Live Locally, which should be in the shops by 
now. Their last single. Premonition/Laugh 
Too Loud, is still available but close to selling 
out.
Melbourne eccentric and Lou Reed fanatic, 
Ron Rude, has released his own LP, The 
Borders of Disgrace.
And that's just about it for another month. It 
you have any information on independent 
Australian records, please write (c/o P.O. 
Box 318, Hawthorn, V ic., 3122.).
— Bruce Milne
I think I've done the wrong thing. I've 
lifted the (toilet) lid and let out failed 
journalist, typesetter and Roadrunner 
production hack Clive "Never Trust A 
Hippie" Dorman to do the singles 
reviews. He's forced be to agree that I 
actually agreed to let him do it. Quite 
fronkly. I cannot remember that moment, 
though I do remember a  leoring face 
grinning at me through a  pile of broken 
beer bottles some days ago, in con­
nection with a  conversation about who 
should do the reviews this month. What 
does he know about music, anyw ay? 
Last time I asked him that, 1 was swept 
away in a  torrent of animal spit as he 
tried to explain, jowls vibrating like a  
jackhammer, that he was a  bloody ex­
pert. Apologies to readers for what 
follows — Ed.
Long Live Rock, The Who. Polydor.
I know it's going to get worse, so let's start 
somewhere close to the top of the pile. 
Standard Who fare, never fails when you're 
in the mood for smashing glass. Great bass 
and drums combination, strong vocals as 
usual. Take this single to the next party you 
want to demolish. Serve pizzas on the B-side, 
a terrible afterthought.
Gangsters, The Specials, Chrysalis.
Great white reggae. We've nearly ruined the 
office copy already. Remember the Members' 
Offshore Banking Business'! This should have 
been their follow up. 12 out of 10.
You Need Wheels, Merton Parkas, WEA.
Bop. I don't like pissweak, derivative, 
brainless, 60's cover versions of someone 
else's idea of bop.
Harmony In My Head, Buzzcocks, UA.
Shit, this pile of vinyl isn't as bad as I thought 
it was going too be. Never liked the Buzz- 
cocks till this. Second best punk band in the 
world (Is that what they are?) to Stiff Little 
Fingers.
Andy's Hits (EP), Andy Stewart, HMV.
What the fuck's this doing in the pile? Sorry 
folks — I think this must be one of the 
highland Robertson family's heirlooms. Got 
scratches all over it and lots of words about 
"Fight no more, my Scottish laddie". Maybe 
Malcolm McLaren could do something with it
Masquerade, The Skids, Virgin.
Ebn't tell me Virgin are on the slide already? 
What are they doing releasing shit like this, 
brainless new wave dross comparable, in its 
own way, to the Village People.
Ain't You, Kleenex, Rough Trade.
Meaningless new wave crap. The music 
hangs together like a 1935 Vauxhall.
Alternative Ulster, Stiff Little Fingers, 
Rough Trade.
Can't make out a word except for the title 
line. Mind-blowing headbanger. Best current 
single release in the world.
Killing Time, The Members, Virgin.
Will Virgin become the EMI of the 80's? Will 
The Members be remembered as the success 
story that never happened?
Duchess, The Stranglers, Liberty/United 
Records.
The Stranglers always seem to pick their 
worst songs to release as singles, except for 
Heroes. Very good musically, but not very 
interesting.
Secret Agent Man, Devo, Virgin.
I steadfastly refuse to say anything else 
derogatory about Virgin, except to say I think 
they made a grave error in going to America 
to sign Devo. However, this single does 
contain one interesting, slurred synthesiser 
riff near the beginning.
The Night They Invented Love, Noel, Virgin. 
PS: Virgin is also into disco.
Biking Up The Strand, Peter Baumann, 
Virgin.
Thank Christ, this is the only good thing 
Virgin seem to have done this year. The 
single is lifted from Peter Baumann's brilliant 
album, Trans Harmonic Nights. This is 
electronic music for the nervously-wrecked at 
heart, a beautiful tonic for distressed 
dissenters. Baumann is the first person on 
earth to master the electronic synthesiser. 
Give it a listen, no matter where you are 
musically.
Teenage Kicks (EP), Undertones, Good 
Vibrations Records. •
Back to the garage, kids.
Heartache Tonight, The Eagles, Asylum.
Song about people trying to get off with e a ch » 
other at night without hurting themselves. 
The Eagles, having run out of a lack of ideas, 
are now trying to sound like Humble Pie 
mixed up with Simon and Garfunkle. Rub­
bish.
People Say, Go Betweens, Able Label. -
Can't believe that an Australian band with 
such a commercial, Mickey Mouse sound 
haven't been snapped up by one of the big 
record companies. Released independently 
by Brisbane's Able Label, it's got everything 
a mass-market record company could ask for: 
riieaningless ly rics, pennyw histle-type 
keyboards and lots of bland guitars, all put 
together into one of the catchiest Australian 
releases this year. For Go-Betweens fans who 
haven't heard it yet, it's as good as Lee 
Remick or therealcouts.
Worlds Apart, Sinceros, Epic.
It is a well-known scientific fact that The 
Sinceros will have to improve drastically if 
they are to become a significant band.
Starry Eyes, The Records, Virgin.
Could have been done by the Beatles, but not 
bad anyway. If some of the above is any 
indication of what Virgin are into nowadays, 
looks like they have decided to start releasing 
commercial-formula to recoup losses.
The Topical Song [ The Logical Song], The 
Barron Knights, Epic.
Is this the same Barron Knights? This is a 
good record, folks, (in fact, a cover of the 
Supertramp song). Well constructed, very 
clever keyboards, great sax and catchy lyrics 
— about the common person's reaction to 
rocketing oil prices. Seems like Cliff Richard 
isn't the only old stager making a comeback.
Kid, Pretenders, Real Records.
New English band, female vocalist out front 
who sounds like a cross between Deborah 
Harry and Jonie Mitchell. A cut above the 
crap. Not bad, but not by much.
After Loving You, Kevin Somerville, ATA 
Records.
Written, produced and performed expressly 
for the after-dinner-mint-market. How did this 
get in our mailbox?
You Never Know What You've Got, Me and 
You, WEA.
White reggae/disco for those too old to be 
unwashed.
Silly Games, Janet Kay, WEA.
Muzak.
Don't Stop Till You Get Enough, Michael 
Jackson, Epic.
Machine music for those who haven't yet 
discovered the new experience of thinking.
Katy Cool Lady, J.J.Cale, Shelter Records.
Kalypso Kale at his best. Not the best track ori 
the new 5 album, though.
Something That I  Said, Ruts, Virgin.
New Wave Rolling Stones. Quite good 
rock'n'roll.
The Life Of Riley, Zipper, Virgin.
Catchy, better than average, something you 
would imagine The Kinks doing.
Tusk, Fleetwood Mac, Warner Brothers.
Don't know what I think about this — it 
finished before I had a chance to make up my 
mind. Anyway, it's the title track from their 
new album. The closest soupd I could 
compare it with would be that of the Afro 
group Osibisa.
Crack In The Wall, Clint Small, Au Go Go 
Records.
Brilliantly kitch 3D cover with stallions. 
Shameless ripoff of Gloria with Ig style vocal 
— to worthless lyrics. Boring but competent 
guitar breaks. .
/ Don't Care, Paradox, Local Records.
Neat little rhythm. Boring as hell with Wings­
like vocals. Straightforward rock'n'roll like 
thousands of school bands play.
Beat The Clock, A-green, Virgin.
Remixed single version of the best track on 
the album. They've fucked the intro by 
making it muddy. Vocal sections are the 
same. Disco-Moroder mash. Have added 
unaccompanied vocal section, i.e . it's longer. 
Insidiously catchy title chorus. I don't care if 
it is Sparks,
[Page just left scream ing obscenities. Not 
in a very good mood for review ing  
sin g les . H ave V irgin  R ecords 
deliberately set out tins month to 
sabotage morale at Roadrunner? — Ed.]
Counting Sheep, Dragon, CBS.
Intensely annoying. Dragon belong to that 
group of Australasian bands that was 
dominant before Australian music became 
world class. Mind you, this track is not 
"terrible" — just second-rate.
Come Into The Open, Penetration, Virgin.
Absolute crrraaaaappp!!! It's very hard to 
describe the sound of a record on paper, and 
to judge what is going to appeal to some but 
not to others, etc. The whole idea of having a 
lone reviewer telling an audience what s/he 
thinks of new releases is pretty fucked, 
anyway — everyone is different. Having said 
all that, this track is crrrraaaapppp!!!!
M l
Goose Bumps, Christie Allen, Mushroom.
Fun bop number about how this woman feels 
about this man. Despite this radically original 
theme, it's catchy. Not the worst Australian 
release this year.
Skylab Fragment, Captain Australian and 
His Mate Downunder, WEA.
Should be getting lots of airplay as a fun 
Australian record, but it probably won't 
because there's the subtle hint in the lyrics 
that the locals didn't actually appreciate the 
American Government dropping its space 
junk at our place.
Hindu Gods [of love]. Lipstick Killers, Lost 
In Space Records.
Sydney band doing a cheap imitation of a 
failed American West Coast group. Vin­
dication of Clinton Walker's damning review 
a couple of issues back.
I  Shot The Sherriff, Frazer The Razor, 
Murdoch Label.
Story of a political coup in an Asian colony 
several ypars back. Not yet released; in fact, 
not yet conceived, written or recorded, but 
promises to make a great disco film clip for 
Countdown.
— Clive Dorman
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HAIR GOES GREY; HARDCORE GOES 
SOFT IN THE CENTRE 
Hair director: Milos Foreman  
Hardcore director: Paul Schrader
When Martin Scorsese becam e involved in 
the filming of the Band's final concert, The 
L ast W altz I he brought with him a passion 
and understanding for rock music. Scorsese 
had earlier edited the W oodstock  film; and 
when it came time to begin directing films of 
his own (Mean S treets, A lic e  D oesn't L iv e  
H ere A nym ore, Taxi D river, e t c .) all had 
strong contemporary soundtracks and for the 
most part they depicted the type of 
aggressive, individual spirit that infests the 
finest rock. Had Scorsese not turned to 
filmmaking, it seems certain to me that he 
would have directed his energies towards 
rock music. All of which brings us to Milos 
Forman and H air ...
Forman, you may recall, is the celebrated 
director of O ne F lew  (Over The C uckoo's 
N est. Prior to that success, Forman had 
directed T aking OH (in the USA) and a string 
of lesser known films in his homeland, 
Czechoslovakia, of which B la ck  P eter  and 
The F irem an's B a ll are the best remembered.
To the film version of H air Milos Forman has 
brought a nonexistent appreciation of rock. 
However, he has brought the kind of film 
craftsmanship that made The S ou n d o f  M usic 
a successful musical — and, I suppose, that's 
all that his financial backers demanded of 
him. H air, the movie, is conseguently full of 
platitudes and snide paternalism. Whenever 
the substantially  rev ised  plot loses 
momentum, Forman merely calls in the big 
production number: everyone of which seems 
to involve hundreds of singing hippies 
dancing with spastic glee around New York's 
Central Park. W hen H air was first brought to 
life as a stageshow (1968), the elders of the 
day — the same people, ironically, who are 
now backing this film — winced noticeably; 
now ten years later. H air has been tran­
sported to celluloid — and it's our turn to
wince. H air is a geriatrics vision of youth 
culture and if you still harbour thoughts that it 
is a rock movie, then you'll take cold comfort 
from the words of one local reviewer who 
described the movie as 'the best musical since 
Singin In The R a in . That film, incidently, was 
directed by Stanley Donen in 1952 and 
starred G ene Kelly, hardly a forefather of 
rock.
If H air is not a rock musical, what is it? A 
cross betweeft W est S id e S tory  and Sw eet 
C h arity , that's what. But without the former's 
kineticism and with an overabundance of the 
latter's sickening good cheer.
When Milos Forman first visited America, 
he was intrigued by the divisiveness that 
dominated the country and made a film about 
it. T aking OH. The film centred OP parents' 
ludicrous attempts to comprehend the 
generation gap, to understand why they had 
lost touch with their children. The movie was 
full of marvellous moments which summed up 
the entire craziness of the 60s in a way that 
H air never attempts. T aking OH was 
Foreman's biting, luminous flirtation with 
middle-class American mores, youth's im- 
becilic innocence and the paranoia of 
parents. H air is T akin g OH grown old and 
tired; and put to music as feeble and 
irrelevant as Arthur Fiedler and the Boston 
Pops.
H ard core  is the second feature film directed 
by Paul Schrader, the young filmmaker 
responsible for last year's B lu e C ollar and 
before that, the screenplays for films such as 
Taxi D river and T he Y aku za . In all of these 
films, Schrader has forced the viewer to look 
at a situation from its points of extreme. 
Inevitably, this results in a clash: of cultures 
(as in T he Y akuza)) of individuals {Taxi 
D river)) of power (B lue C ollar)) or of 
moralities (H ardcore).
I think that Schrader fancies himself as a 
bold filmmaker because he does not avoid 
such clashes (like so many of today's 
directors); and that by exploring people
existing at extremes he is by necessity 
creating worthy, lasting art. But, \nH ardcore 
at least, the results are closer to puerile 
sermonising than social enlightenment. 
H ard core  revolves around the attempts of 
Jake Van Dorn, a strict puritan parent from 
Grand Rapids, Michigan (played with stoic 
indifference by George C. Scott) to find his 
runaway daughter, Kristen (Ilah Davis) who is 
apparently etching out a career for herself in 
porn movies on the West Coast. Jake attempts 
to infiltrate the seedy porn underworld in 
order to trace his daughter: he sets up a 
bogus film enterprise in order to guestion 
male studs; he inhabits sex shops and pom 
palaces; he makes acguaintances with 
hookers and whores, pimps and scum. All the 
while Schraders camera flickers luridly away 
as our concerned Calvinist Jake remains 
unaffected by the degradation he is willfully 
surrounding himself with, (triumph of the 
will?).
During his travels Jake meets up with a 
young prostitute (played im pressively 
by Season Hubley) who helps him locate his 
daughter. The film's 'big scene' is played out 
by these two characters: She asks him about 
sex and he replies that it does not interest 
him. Ah, she says, we're both the same — 
you're not interested in it so you don't do it; it 
doesn't interest me, so I do it with anyone. 
Now the viewer begins to see the light, the 
hopelessness of modern existence: from the 
puritan to the permissive, Schrader appears 
to be saying, we're all fucked. (Schrader is 
fond of these major-statement-in-a-nutshelT 
scenes. In The Y akuza he had a Japanese 
character describe the differences between 
eastern and western culture as thus: 'When a 
Japanese man breaks, he closes the window 
and kills himself; when an American breaks, 
he opens the window and kills everyone on 
the street.' Neat).
Jake finally finds his daughter (naturally but 
only after the ritualistic killing of her 
lover/pimp (what else would you expect from 
a Hirfictor who once stated that his main
concern 'in film and in real life is redemp­
tion?'). Daughter announces, to no-one's 
particular surprise, that she never received 
love and affection at home. But at this point 
you begin to fear the inevitable — she has 
found true love with the people of pom. 
Whether the snickers from the audience were 
directed at the utter banality/absurdity of that 
statement or the leadfooted inevitability of it. 
I'm not sure. Then, in a rush of emotion, 
daughter calls father a mean cocksucker and 
demands he leave her alone; Father rises to 
leave only to be called back by daughter; 
close shot of father and daughter embracing 
tearfully.
Father then leads daughter from the land of 
darkness and back to Grand Rapids, where, 
one assumes, nothing will be different than it 
was before. Jake has learnt nothing from his 
experience and his daughter has acguiesced 
for now.
Why, then, should we expect that Kristen 
will be any more satisfied with her family life 
in the future than she was in the past? Why 
should we expect Jake to treat her with 
compassion when he has not displayed a 
single iota of that guality during the entire 
length of the film? H ardcore's moralistic 
theme that good inevitably triumphs over evil 
has more holes in it than a murdered Mafioso 
hitman. Schrader has merely created a John 
Wayne type character to ride into town, save 
the fair maiden and clean up the baddies; 
then ride off into the sunset to live happily 
ever after — all the while remaining the 
essence of purity. If you can read that 
scenario without flinching. H ard core may 
appeal to you.
Can it be that Paul Schrader is so preoc­
cupied with the 'big message' at the centre of 
H ard core that he has failed to provide the film 
with the kind of detail and structure that is 
reguired to make the viewer concerned about 
his characters and to turn his message into 
something more than a hollow, lurid plea? I 
fear so.
— Wayne Elmer
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COMPETITIONS
You sarcastic lot, you! Saying all those cruel 
things about Don Martin. Some of 'em were so 
cruel that we couldn't even print 'em. Gary 
Minato of 5 Caroline St., Thomastown, 
Victoria, offered this one and now
for the first time anywhere, Don Martin will 
demonstrate for you the genuine K-Tel 
boomerang plectrum . . Nice one, Gary. 
Paul Dufficy of 50 Johns St., Annandale, 
N.S.W., came up with the following . . .  "I 
said Tango next week, POGO this week". 
Hav/ Haw. A cruel one from Frank Minici of 9 
Telford Ave., Findon, S.A . . . .  " . . .  And
on bass we have Don Martin — who gets the 
Big A tonight". Gerald Browne of 52 William 
St., Roseville, N.S.W ., thinks Steve Gilpin 
could be saying . . .  "This constipation is sure 
giving me the shits!"; while Anne Morrell of 
Flat 3, 5 Martin Place, Mortdale, N.S.W., 
thinks he could be saying: "But I can't 
dance!" Obviously Steve is no Nils Lofgren, 
eh Anne? T.J. Finn sent in three entries: a) 
"You just don't care, do you Don?"; b) Steve: 
"How come the Knack, the B-52's and the 
Sports get the front page whilg we're stuck on 
lousy P. 23?" Don: "Heck, Steve, I dunno. 
We must be too good for page one" (That's not 
even amusing, T.J. — Ed); and c) Steve: "I 
thought only the NME ran stupid bloody 
competitions like this". Don: "Oh Steve! 
Everybody knows that the NME got the idea 
from those clever people at Roadrunner". Ha 
ha, very witty, T.J. David Williams, of 818 
High St., Epping, Victoria, came up with a 
good one: "Drop your cane once more and 
you're out,of the revue!"
A. Cole, of 37 Tor Walk, Castlecraig, sent in 
the following: "It's no good, Don, unless you 
put a little emotion into it. See? Tense your 
arms, cringe a little . . . pathos, you know". 
Hmmm. Philosophical. And the last of the 
clean ones is from C .J. Me. who forgot to put 
his/her address on the entry. Anyway the 
caption was: "Keep your legs crossed, Bb 
next, the breaks on in 5 minutes". Write and 
send us your address C .J. Me. and we'll get 
your album out to you. The three best dirty 
ones were by . . . no, I won't embarrass them.
I know who you are though.
OK, winners will receive their prizes in the 
next couple of weeks, courtesy of CBS 
Records.
This month's competition is for a prize of a 
copy of the Sham 69 album. T ell The T ruth , 
plus a copy of the Otway and Barrett album. 
D eep an d  M ean in g less, courtesty of Wizard 
Records. We've got a dozen of each, so we'll 
make the question an easy one: Who is the 
lead singer for Sham 69?
Send answers to Sham Competition, Box 90, 
Eastwood, S.A. 5063.
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M ARATHON ROCK 
Australian Tour with Eddie Money
October 1 Adelaide Apollo Stadium
October 3 Melbourne Festival Hall
October 7 Brisbane Festival Hall
O ctobers Sydney Hordern Pavilion
M ARATHON ROCK 
Australian Tour with Santana.
The dty-smart kid 
with rock ‘n’ roll in his soul.
Eddie Money, a name you can 
bank on.
E D p jg  M o n e y
Can’t Keen ^
M a u T O tf Down
SBP 237249 PC 7249
On CBS Records and T a^ s
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